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Cautious,Helpful CI
Buying Reserved

!IONS

"A seat bought in advance saves standing," Dr.
Shelton Owens treasurer of the Banana Festival Asso- Volume Thirty-four
ciation said today. "And a lot of people are taking.precautions to get a guaranteed reserved seat ticket to all
four major Festival activities, by buying patron's substriptions while helping finance the Festival at the same
time," he added.
Patron's subscriptions, selling fot
a reduced price of $10.00 to ths
four events whose admission price
totals $12.00, are now being offered.
The subscriptions GUARANTEE A
RESERVED SEAT at the Jerry
Lee LOVAS Show on Thursday night,
both beauty pageants as well as
admission to the 1S-hole Bobby
Nichols exhibition game and golf
The three events to be staged at
Cabana City Auditorium guarantee
reserved seats within the front section of the gine tent that -will seat
approximately 3000 people. Next
Week, guaranteed reserved seats
will go on sale in adjoining communities.
'When the 1000 guaranteed reserved seats are sold, under no

Jo's
Notebook
No less than once every waking
hour since R. Paul left for college
nearly two weeks ago, I have sat
at this typesetter trying to put Into
words what goes throe* a mother's heart when the that been sow
away to crow the UuviuId
the life of an adult. I don't mInd
telling you, that the things I have
written have been so heart-fell and
sentimental that I just pulled the
paper out of the !mated*r and
filed away those weeds in a scrapbook, that I hope R. Paid will read
*hen he shares the aleperience that
on many, many patents are witnessing these esal.14 eh, rail
days.
Ltice almost ell the other Nile.bound young people, R. Paul felt
the great excitement of college
about as long as it took us to drive
out of his sight. Then, like all
often, he found time to think, and
to observe his new surroundings
and his new friends. Charles Robert Ihmemitt stumed it up in the
sale* Wetbseetior morning when
be said:(oillb.set authority since
be has winsesoad the leave-taking
of two daughters) "The problem
that causes home-sicidness for
ithrVile is the fact that you're thrown
WEI new people and you don't
know them well enough to pour
your heart about your feelings.
Even as a grown man in the service I was so lonesome I could almost die. . . that is until I got to
know my new friends and could
talk with them as I did my old
foinads."

Number 35

circumstances will any more be
available unless there are cancellations," Dr. Owens said. _
"We are expecting a long list of
=portant dignitaries for the various events and these reserved
seats cannot be sold. Because local
people are giving their time and
efforts to staging the Festival we
think it only fair to give them first
opportunity to get the best seats,"
the Festival treasurer said.
The following have made guaranteed reservations. Patron's subscriptions may be secured at City
Drug Company, Park Terrace
Restaurant and Festival Headquarters on Commercial Avenue.
Park Terrace
$30.00
Carl C. Arrington
20.00
Mrs. Mary L. Arrington
20.00
Mr. and Mrs. Stan McCay
40.00
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson 20.00
James Green
20.00
Dr. R. V. Putnam
20.00
Dr. Shelton Owens
20.00
Bushart Clinic
60.00
City Drug Company
50.00
Southside Drugs
50.00
Ken-Tenn Construction Co. 100.00
McDade Construction Co. 100.00
Joyner's Liquors
50.00
K. P.'s Uquor Store
50.00 LOYD BONE makes, geed gain before finally being b
The Keg
30.00
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Westpheling 30.00
Anna Belle Edwards
10.00
Ruth Scott
10.00
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Wilson 20.00
Norman Terry .
20.00
J. D. Davis
MAO
Hunter Whitson
2000.
Mike Campbell
10.00
Mary Moss Hales
10.00
Willette Kerney
10.00
Aihn Reed
10.00
llly Honara
10.00
Polka Biuth
60.00
Atkins Meter Sales
10.00
Namur?:
20.00
Browder WSW Company
50.00
Keisthey Moe Company
30.00
Fan & Fall Insurance Co. - 20:60
Pure Milk Company
.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Pattersoe 110
Ferry-Morse Seed Company 30.00

The old saying that everybody loves a parade is
working both ways with the Third International Banana
Festival .. . looks like there are about as many people
who like to be in one too. This year's parade, a Festival
activity under the sponsorship of the Lion's Club, looks
like it will be larger and more colorful than the parades of the two previous Festivals. The club, with its
usual enthusiasm and thoroughness for taking on a job
and doing it well, has many important committees hard
at work to attend to every detail of the parade.
With Festival time a month
away, fourteen bands, four drill
units and ten floats are already
entered in the parade. The floats,
will be made and designed this
year by Harry Burnette, the artist
who made the floats for the first
festival. Mr. Burnette may be

down by an °biota Central tackier.

Thank-Now
Dr. Voegeli

Victor J. Voegeii, III., son of Mr.
and Mrs. V. J. Voeged, n., of Fulton, received his Ph.D. degree from
Thiene University last Saturday,
August 28, at the graduation oweOWN of Wane summer school.
Jack graduated from Fulton High
In 1952 and from Murray State College in 1956 with Bachelor of Science degree. He received his Master of Arts degree from Tulane in
1961. The past two years he has
been an instructor in the Department of History at Thiene and now
will be Professor of History there.
Jack served in the United States
army from 1956 to 1958, being discharged from the Army Reserves
In 1983 with the rank of captain.
He Is married to the former Miss
Jean King of Owensboro and they
So to R. Paid, and to his new have two sons, Charles and Jay.
friends who are also home-sick, I
am sending these favorite bits of
reading that I have picked up along
the way that have helped so much
When I needed the strength they
gave me. And this goes too, to all
The Woman's Society of Christthe other dear young people who
miss home, just as we miss not ian Service of the First Methodist
Church in Hickman will have their
having you home.
bi-annual hat party in the recreaWhatever your calling or vocaroom of the church on Wedtion
tion, much will depend upon how
nesday, September 8, beginning at
you spend your leisure hours. It is
9*. m.
In a large measure what you do
All hats are new fall hats, in the
with your leisure time that deterlatest colors and styles. They sell
mines your character, your manfor the small sum of $3.95 and $4.95
liness, or lady-like qualities, and each. Light refreshments will be
your position in the community. In
your leisure time you should fill
your mind with beautiful gems of
literature:
Yea though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death . . .
What is so rare as a day in June?
By Chicago Federation News
Then, if ever, come perfect days . .
If you can fill each unforgiving
Labor Day rightfully belongs to
minute with sixty seconds worth of American workers who tail dilidistance run . . .
gently day after day to contribute
share to the greatness of this
their
This, above all: To thine own self
be ,true and it must follow as the nation.
Long before Labor Day became
night the day, thou canst not then
a legal public holiday it was celebe false to any man . ..
workers as a day of fes"Choose your reading from the brated by
activity and rest from their
best in literature: the Bible, Shake- tive
creation of
speare, Dickens, Tennyson, Scott, daily tasks. It was the
politicians.
It was
not
of
laborers,
Hawthorne, Longfellow, Whittier,
of a union carpenter
Carl Sandburg, Jesse Stuart. the brainchild
Choose your companions from those 12 years before Labor Day was
proclaimed a national holiday by
who are better than yourself,
Congress.
rather than from those who are act of
Neer
J. McGuire, a native of
lower in thought, character, and
New York City who joined the
reputation. Learn the Ten Comranks of America's toilers while
mandments and make them a part
still a child, was the father of the
of your life pattern:
observance in honor of the counHonor thy father and thy mother try's working people.
. Remember the Sabbath Day to
In May of 1392, he stood before
keep it holy . . . Thou shalt have the newly organised Central Labor
no other gods before me ...
Union of New York •City slid pro-

Hickman WIC Again
Patting On Hal Sale

reached at festival headquarters
this week-end. Festival officials
strongly suggest that all floats
carry out the festival theme . . .
Project-Unite Us.
Because many out-of-town firms
and organizations are planr.ing to
enter floats, local float entrants are
urged to get their orders in immediately.
Here is the parade line-up as of
Wednesday morning: Fulton High
School Band, Fulton, Ky.; Obion
County High School Band, Troy,
Tenn.; Lyon County High School
Band, Eddyville, Ky.; South Marshall High School Hand, Benton,
The presidents of all clubs mak- Ky.; Lewis County High School
ing up the Banana Festival board Band, Hohenwald, Tenn.; Stigall
are urgently requested to attend an High School Band, Humbodlt,
important meeting at Festival Tenn.; Reidland High School Band,
headquarters on Thursday night at Paducah, Ky.; Chaffee High School
7•30 p. m. A Festival official told Band, Chaffee, Mo.; Martin High
the Fulton News today that, unless School Band, Martin, Tenn.; Pea•
the full support of the organizations body High School Band, Trenton,
comprising the board is received Tenn.; Columbia Military Academy
,for this year's event, some of the Band, Columbia, Tenn.; McKenzie
significant programs being plan- High School Band, McKenzie Tenn.
ned may have to be curtailed.
The following Drill Teams have
Local organizations making up also accepted invitations: Juniorthe Festival board are: The Wo- ettes, Packacab, Ky.; Explorette
man's Club, Rotary Club, Lions Post No. 43, Fulton, Ky.; Gold Star
Club, Twin-City Development, Re- Drill Platoon, Columbia, Tenn.;
tail Merchants, Chamber of Com- Westernettes, Memphis, Tenn.
The major attraction of any pamerce, American Legion, Booster
Club, Elks Club, Civitan Club, rade is the colorful floats. Ten enl3&PW Club, Jaycees and the trants are already listed on the
float roster; Swift & Cooeany,
YMBC.
"Each of the organizations has Yukon, Ky.; Taylor Chevrolet, Fulthese assigned special activities ton; City of Futton, KY.; Pepsi
.whiiii must be coordinated and Cola Rottlaug Co., nano. Coca
Fulton;
Co.,
Bottling
financed immediately," a Festival Cola
official reported. "If we wait until Y. M. B. C., Fulton; Department
the last minute, the hundreds of of Commerce, Commonwealth of
final details that come at that Kentlielry; Dixie Senior Youth Ball
time may make it necessary to Club, Martin, Tenn.; Fulton Chamlessen the value of the program," ber of Commerce; Humboldt Jay-ens, Humboldt, Tenn.
the official said.

MIKE STEPHENS digs In ler a determined plunge as two Onion Central opponents try to hold him. Bulldogs lest opener to Chien Central last weekend, 14-13.
(Other Photos On Page Foer)

SF Boosters
Talking Loud
For Speaker
The South Fulton Booster Club
has a fund raising campaign underway. The purpose of the campaign is to raise funds to purchase
a public address system for the
Athletic Field.
The system will play the National
Anthem and recorded marching
bands and fight songs during pregame warm-ups and at half time.
Business firms wig be contacted
and a hearty response is anticipated. The Boosters hope to be able
to install the PA system before the
second home game.
If you would like to contribute
to this fund, leave your check at
the Futton or City National Bank
or mail it to the South Fulton
Booster Club PA Fund.

Lions Hear McCann
Talk Alma Bulldogs

Fulton Stores
Now Opening On
Regular Hours

Frank lthideitu, football coach at
Fulton Sigh, presented a run-down
of the 1965 Bulldogs to the Lions
Club, August 27. He also introduced
the two new macho*, Carson CokThe annual Wednesday afternoon
man and Scott Boehringer.
closing
schedule for stores in the
KementhCrews had charge of the
program. George Greenglass was City of Fulton ended with the last
Wednesday in August.
the guest of Eddie Holt.
Beginning this week, the stores
will go on their regular business
schedules.

Mcbight Named
Legion Commander

•
At a meeting of the South Fulton
American Legion Post No. 45 last
week Bob McKnight was elected
commander.
Other officers elected are: Roland Ray, first vies commander;
Elton Wilson, second vice commander; Randall king, post adjutant; Paul E. Coats, post chaplain.

The Fulton post office will also
remain open on Wednesday afternoons. Monday through Friday the
hours are 8 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. and
on Saturday 8 a. m. to 12 noon.
The post office will, however, be
closed on Monday, September 6,
for the Labor Day holiday. There
will be no city or rural deliveries
on that day.
Visit Local Stores First

Club Presidents
Urged To Attend
Festival Meeting

Obion County Continues With Big
Attractions For Area Residents
The Onion County Fair in Union
City officially opened Monday, August 30th for six big days and
nights.
Thursday has been named Meechant's Day and the merchants are
giving away several thousand tree
discount ride tickets. Cattle and
flowers will, also, vie for honors
on Thursday. Junior and open
swine, junior and open dairy will
be judged in the afternoon, while
the ladies are preparing for the
flower show. One of the many popular exhibits is the floating flower
tank manned by the florists of
Obion County. Thursday night at
7:00 p. m. the seamstresses will
show off their *ill at the sew 'n
show contest. This is an outstanding event which was first instituted
five years ago at the Mimi County
Fair and has now spread throughout the state.

presenting their livestock to the
public. A first for the Obion County
Fair will be the Hullabaloo which
will start at 7:00 p. m. This spectacular has stirred the interest of
young musicians throughout the
area. Bands, coming from within
a 100 mlles radius of Union City,
will compete for three top prizes.
As an added sparkle, a number of
young people will demonstrate the
present day dances.

The final day of the fair is a busy
day. Again the younipsters take
over until five in the aftereoon.
Starting at 9:45 a, m. is the dog
show and at 4:30 p. m. a concert
by the United States Navy Band
and a precision drill by the "Flying
Rifles" drill team. These two
groups will be at the fair courtesy
of the naval air technical training
center at Millington, Tennessee.
Closing the fair will be a talent
show. First place winner will comFriday brings the judging of the pete in the youth talent contest at
junior and open beef. The young the Mid-South Fair in Memphis and
and old, alike, take great pride in will he auditioned by scouts from
the Ted Mack show.

History Of Labor Day Shows Why We Celebrate The Occasion
posed that one day of the year be
set aside as a general holiday for
the working masses.
McGuire suggested that the holiday be known as Labor Day and
that it be set for the first Monday
in September, which would put it
midway between two national holidays-the Fourth of July and
Thanksgiving.
Other delegates to the meeting
enthusiastically embraced the idea.
A committee was named and soon
preparations were under way for
the initial celebration of Labor
Day.
Approximately two years after
this first Labor Day, the 28 delegates to the fourth annual convention of the American Federation of
Labor held in Chicago adopted the
following resolution:
"Resolved, mot the First Monday in September of each year be
set apart as a laborers' national
holiday, and that we recommend

its observance by all wage workers, irrespective of sex, ceiling or
nationality."
During the next few years organited labor devoted its attention to securing state legislation
making Labor Day a legal holiday.
As early as 1887. Oregon enacted
the first state law, but this measure designated the first Saturday
in June as Labor Day. This was
changed to the first Monday in
September in 1803. Ultimately, 23
states proclaimed Labor Day a
legal holiday.
The Labor Committee of the
House of Representatives in May
of 1804 presented a favorable report on a bill making Labor Day
a legal-public holiday.
By June 26 of that year Congressional action on the bill had
beet completed and two days later
the measure was signed by Preen
dent Grover Cleveland. The pen
used by the President was turned

over to Representative Amos J.
Cummings of New York City, who
sponsored the bill in the House.
Cummings then sent the pen to
President Samuel Gompers of the
American Federation of Labor.
Thus, a dozen years after McGuire first advanced the idea of a
special holiday honoring labor before the Central Labor Union of
New York City, the proposal had
the approval of the American people, expressed through their elected
representatives at Washington.
Over the years since 1892 much
has been said concerning the significance of Labor Day. One of the
best statements was made by Samuel Gompers, president of the
American Federation of Labor, in
an editorial written 46 years ago
for the American Federationist.
While the reference of the lath
Century is remote, Gompees' remarks are timeless in point, He
wrote:

For the sixth straight year Johnny's United allow will be on the
midway with 14 major and 8 idddie
rides phis a number of side shows.
"No one day i2 the calendar is a This is a well known, family owned
greater fixture, one which is more show and courtesy is their motto
truly regarded as a real holiday,
or one which is so surely destined
to endure for all time, than the
first Monday in September of each
recurring year, Labor Day.
"Labor Day differs in every essential from the other holidays of
the year of any country. All other
Elmer Mansfield and Joe Byrd,
holidays are, in a more or less dethe South Fulton Fire Departof
gree, connected with conflicts and
ment, attended the 22nd annual
battles, or man's prowess over
School in
man, of strife and discord for greed Tennessee Phu tiervice
Murfreesboro
111111t
Wee.
or power, or glories achieved by
one nation over another.
The school was eanducted by the
"Labor Day, on the other hand, Tennessee State Heard of Vocationmarks a new epoch in the annals al itthiiitilas in eooperation with
of human history. It is at once a the Tenlieftie Pirenion's Associamanifestation of reveres.e lar the tion, Tenlibooe Pire'lltershal, Distraggles of the masses against vision of nits Prevention, Tennestyranny and injustices from time see inspaition Bureau, Middle
Immemorial; and impetus to battle Tennessee State University, and
for the rigid in our day for the other interested agencies. The
men, women and children of our
esboro Fire Dapartment was
(Continued on Page Poor)
Efe school.

Mansfield and Byrd
Al Service School

trj

We're Proud Of Our City Park; We're Proud We've
Worked And Supported It To Show Off To Visitors
By the time this issue of the
News reaches you, it will be just one
short month before the Third International Banana Festival is in the
midst of its final day of activity. Today is September 2; on October 2,
the giant parade will be wending its
way through the streets of Fulton before audiences that bid well to surpass
those of the past two highly successful Festivals. Throngs, we hope, will
be visiting our city, enjoying our hospitality and the attractions of the
Festival, while preparations are being made to select another Princess
to take over the royal reins from
Princess Rita Wilson.
Nobody in the twin cities denies
that our Banana Festival at first commanded the awe of an interested Nation because of the imagination shown
to stage an event to a product that
grows some 2000 miles from us.
The second Festival went a step
further in commanding attention
from high diplomatic sources in
Washington and Central America because of the sincerity and significance
of our program to create friendships
and understanding with those peoples
in the banana-producing countries of
Central and South America with
whom we share a tremendous coincidence of interest.
In the planning for the third Festival a heavier emphasis is being placed on the international relations aspects of the program, while losing
nothing of the frivolous hijinks that
have delighted so many thousands of
people within the past two years.
The program calls for events of
particular interest to all groups of our
citizens and our visitors ... there'll be
golf for the sports-minded; recording
artists for the teen-agers; arts and
crafts for the hobbyists and enthusiasts; a fashion show for the ladies;
beauty pageants for THE MEN; autoracing for the motorized fans, etc. etc.,
etc.
In addition to all that we have
to bear in mind a most important matter and that is that important people,
industrialists, business executives,
'fleeted officials and diplomats will
lome here to look us over and WE
*UST PUT OUR BEST FOOT FORWARD AT ALL TIMES.
And in putting our best foot forward we must also utilize all of those

beloved and beautiful attractions in
our city for which many people have
put much blood, sweat and tears and
money into making them cherished
and beautiful. It's sort of like buying
a set of fine, imported linens just to
use for extra special company. Yet,
all the while we're setting the table
we're ever so fearful that some stain
will get in the cloth, or maybe the
laundry will damage it. In doing such
thinking we come to a stage where we
wish we didn't have the fine linen so
we wouldn't have to use it.
But that's what it was bought for,
and that's what it ought to be used
for, and enjoyed. We have to take
chances on everything we do, especially when the effort is worthwhile.
And that's the way we feel about
the current apprehension about the
damage a carnival might do to the
Fulton City Park during the Banana
Festival. Scarcely an organization or
individual has contributed as much
time, effort and financial assistance
to the City Park than have the editors and publishers of this newspaper.
It would distress us no end to have
any little blade of grass trampled or
shrub destroyed.
But we've got important people
coming to the Festival; we must show
them those civic attributes of which
we are proud and for which we have
worked hard.
Thank goodness, experience has
proven that of all the carnivals that
have ever appeared in Fulton there
have been no ugly craters, ditches or
garbage heaps left around to the permanent detriment of our city beautiful. And the carnival at the City Park
apparently will be no different from
all the rest.
Except that the entire Board of
Directors of the Banana Festival has
promised that before one penny of
revenue is taken from the Carnival
proceeds the City Park will be restored to its original condition .. . with a
little extra for some more shrubs and
flowers to make it even more beautiful and attractive for all year around.
Yes indeed, we're proud of that
City Park. We're proud we've had a
hand in making it beautiful. We're
hopeful that as long as we're around
we can do whatever we can to keep it
beautiful.

SERMONETTE OF WEEK

Work Sorrow Or Worship?
There is profound significance in
the different ways in which the ancient Greeks and the ancient Hebrews
defined the word "labor". The Greek
-word for labor had the double meaning of work and sorrow. On the other
hand the ancient Hebrew word for
labor had the double meaning of work
and worship.
In the different ways the two
cultures defined labor we have the
two conflicting philosophies toward
labor.
There are those who identify
their work as a miserable and stultifying necessity. They wqrk all week
Looking forward to 5 o'clock on Friday
afternoon. Or they work all year looking to the two or three weeks paid vacation.
This means that most of the work
Is sorrow and is a source of dull misery rather than a sense of achievement and satisfaction.
On the other hand where work is
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related to one's own fulfillment it can
be seen as something more than merely making a living. Ideally, work
should help dignify the workman. But
more and more, in our modern world,
labor is becoming impersonal; it is almost impossible for the person doing
the work to feel related to his labor.
A minister visiting in a manufacturing plant was unable to recognize
any of the parts that were being produced. He asked one of the operators
of a machine what they were making.
The man, who had been a longtime
employee of the company, replied
that he had no idea what they were
producing.
It is important that labor also be
seen in relation to leisure time. With
more mechanization and automation
we are reminded continually that the
future promises us shorter working
hours and more leisure time. Leisure
is essentially a time of resting from
one's ordinary labors. It is quite evident that many people work harder
at their leisure time and are rn-ore
nearly exhausted from it than they
are from their actual labors. The objective of lesure time is for the recreation of the person, whether this
means a great deal of physical exertion or of inactivity.
There is hardly a final solution
to this problem of man and his relation to his labor and to his leisure. It
is quite certain however that the
Greek view offers no assistance in
finding a satisfactory —answer for it
definitely equivocates labor with sorrow. There is better hope for us in the
Biblical view which uses the same
word to describe work and worship.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Whitten

"I need about 78 'get-well' cards:"

of administramy first twi y
tion.
One relates to a permissive occupational tax for educational purposes in Louisville and Jefferson
County which endorsed by both political Perties would be nothing
more or less than a home-rule proposition.
—Another deals with ratification by
our State Legislature of the proposed amendment to the Constitution
of the United States relating to
presidenial succession and presidenial disability. This nation cannot afford, in my opinion, the risk
of doubt as to the head of its government when the president is disabled from exercising his powers of
office. This proposed amendment
was passed by both houses of Congress and is now being ratified by
the states. Kentucky can be one of
the first to do this.
The third matter deals with a
proposal to pave the way for a
constitutional convention limited to
consideration of the draft of a new
document now being prepared by
the Constitutional Revision Assembly. Action was taken by the 1964
Legislature to allow the calling of
an unlimited constitution convention. Another alternative, direct
submission of a revised constitution
to a vote of the people, does not
require preliminary action now.

FRANKFORT—

August 31, 1,45
No sooner than peace was declared, K. P. Dalton, one of Fulton's
baseball enthusiasts, got busy in an
effort to obtain a tie-up with a
major league baseball club for Fulton, with the thought in mind that
the Kitty League will come to life
next season. There is already much
Interest here and throughout the
circuit in the revival of the Kitty
League.
Construction work has started on
a new warehouse on the lot just
north of the present Coca-Cola
plant.. This bottling firm has bees
using the old Brewer Machine Shop
for a 'tangs room, but this building has now been leased. The new
building being erected by the
Coca-Cola firm will be of white concrete block structure.
Work has been completed on the
new building erected by A. C. Butts
6 Sons on State Line Street. After
purchase of the old Creedle building, additions were added on each
side to make a large warehouse
with total floor Vette of approximately 1311,000 squire feet.
Some changes have been made at
the Fulton Bakery, which add attractiveness to the front end appearance of the firm. The display
and sales room has been moved
from the south room to the north
room, next to the creek, after a
complete remodeling and redecorating program had been carried
out.
Plans were laid last Sunday by
members of the Liberty Baptist
Church for the erection of a parsonage, adjoining the church lot. It

will cost approximately $6,000. Rev.
Bob Covington, his wife and son,
Dale, will occupy- the parsonage
when completed.
The 145th commencement exercises at George Peabody College in
Nashville were held on August 25.
Mrs. Lois Hindman Haws was
among the graduates receiving her
bachelor of arts degree.
From Fulton Route 3: Miss Mary
Beth Cannon entertained a number
of friends August 23 with a hamburger supper.
From Austin Springs: Mr. and
Mrs. William Roberts returned last
week from Detroit, locating on the
Bonnie House farm. They will later
move to the Charles Wray place,
which they recently bought. They
are home to stay.
Work is progressing nicely on the
home of John Mitchell, near this
viRage. The basement and all work
I. done by Mr. Mitchell and his coworkers.
From Pilot Oak: Quite a crowd
gathered at the home if Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Harrison at Water Valley last Sunday for a birthday dtaner, it being Melvin's Ulth birthday.
From Beelerton: Relatives surprised Carl Bostick with a birthday supper at his home Tuesday
night, August 21.
S. J. Walker, Jr., has purchased
the Jim Beard farm in Beelerton
and Mr. Beard has purchased the
Mangus Batts farm near Bethel
Church. Mr. Batts and family have
rented the farm owned by Mrs.
Cora Hicks and will move there
soon.

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER

I feel that we are getting somewhere in my campaign to prevent,
Insofar as I can, further damage
to our land and its people by stripmine operations in Eastern and
Western Kentucky.
One of several new events contributing to this progress is the
late July announcement by the
Tennessee Valley Authority that it
will require land reclamation by
all surface-mine companies from
which it buys coal. I have long felt
that T. V. A. should join the effort
to solve the problems of mine damage and I am glad they have taken this progressive action.
Another development was engineered at the National Governors'
Conference in Minneapolis when 44
of the governors present endorsed
a statement of principle which I
-sponsored, calling for uniform
co
standards for regulating strip-mine
reclamation in the country's coalproducing states.
Just as important as these two
moves are new regulations developed by the National Resources
Department at my suggestion. They
advocate strict limitation or elimination of stripping on stem slopes
In eastern Kentucky, and the griding of waste from strip mining in
Western Kentucky so the terrain,
"graded to a rolling topography,"
may be traversed by farm machinery.
A public hearing on these proposals, as well as other specified
by the department, is set for 10

a. m., August 25, in the auditorium
of the Stste Health Department
In Frankfort.
Also scheduled for a 'hearing at
the same time by Natural Resources Commissioner J. 0. Matlick are proposed new regulations
for revegetation of mined-out areas
as quickly as possible after the soil
has been disturbed.
The statement of principle endorsed by the governors at Minneapolis was drafted jointly by myself and Governor William Scranton of Pennsylvania, another greatcoal-producing state, with the help
of our staffs. Copies of the statement *hich sets out the need for
uniform regulation standards were
sent to the President and to members of Congress.
The governors who signed pledge
their support to interstate compacts designed to achieve uniform
regulation standards, and call upon
the Federal government to set the
example by requiring effective reclamation from its coal suppliers,
including T. V. A.
"We further propose," the statement read, "that the Congress authorize a strip-mine reclamation
fund to supplement the financing of
the Appalachian Development Act
and other regional programs to provide a more inclusive program of
reclamation of strip, auger and
open-pit sites."
The Tennessee Valley Authority's
announcement, regarding land re
clamation requirements in contracts to purchase coal from surface mines, followed my July 2 suggestion that T. V. A. should spend
some of its. excess revenue to help
reclaim land in Kentucky and other
Mates from which T. V. A. coal
has been mined.
T. V. A. contracts will now specify that coal-producing contractors
must, among other things, cover
coal faces and bury toxic materials, including coal wastes; avoid
the deposit of spoil into natural
drainages; control water from the
mines and haul roads, and cover
at the face all holes that have been
made by augers.
The contracts also call for revegetation of the disturbed areas
with trees, or other cover apfproved
by T. V. A., and for performance
of reclamation work at the same
time the mining operation is taking
place so far as possible, with all
work completed no later than 24
months after the delivery of all
coal supplied under the contract.
While the various developments
I have mentioned are all favorable
to improved strip-mine practices in
Kentucky, I assure you as of now
that there will be no let-up in my
endeavors to see to it while I occupy the office of governor that
everything possible is done to safeguard our land DOW and conserve
It for the future.
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Special Announcement
The current special session of the
Kentucky Legislature was called to
protect our Kentucky taxpayers
from unduly heavy taxes which, if
rates are not lowered, would result from the 100 per cent assessment of all property directed by
the recent ruling of the Court of
Appeals.
I hope there will be no partisanship or seeking of political advantage through this vital,gathering.
At the opening of the special session August 23, I told Members of
the Senate and the House that without a surrender of seff-interest,
without a willingness to listen to all
points of view, without a determination to reach a sound and workable
solution, we shall simply dissolve
into a confusion of tongues and
clamoring voices signifying nothing.
If the members of the General
Assembly keep this in mind
throughout their difficult session
they will upon final adjournment
have passed a law, in my opinion,
that will be as considerate as possible of all our citizens.
The proposal which I recommended to the Legislature was that
it require local taxing districts to
roll back their tax fates so that the
average person in tilw local district
would not suffer a tax increase as
a result of the reassessment which
the court says the Constitution
commands.
After this has been achieved, we
must face the fact that some,

thought by no means all, of our local school districts and other local
taxing districts may be faced with
special urgent and pressing needs
for additional revenue. I do not
think that in fairness to our children we can place every local governing body in a financial strait
jacket.
I suggested to the General Assembly, therefore, that in addition
to the rollback of tax rates, it provide a safety valve. This would allow any local school board or fiscal
court, after complete notice and
public hearing, to increase local
tax rates by not more than 10 per
cent in any one year.
My recommendations to the legislators were based in part upon
the experience of the State of Florida. Under similar conditions Florida did not set arbitrary maximum
rates, but directed a rollback in
local tax rates to compensate for
increased assessments, and provided a local safety valve similar to
that I suggested for adoption by the
Kentucky Legislature.
Other solutions for easing the 100
per cent assessment rates have also
been proposed now in the General
Assembly. It is up to our lawmakers to study all proposals and approve the remedy they think best.
I have confidence in the ability of
our representatives to this session
to adopt a plan that will be good
for Kentuckians.
The General Assembly has also
been requested to consider three
other matters during this special
session, the first to be held during
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Production Credit Ass's.
EDUCATIONAL LOANS Can now be made to
help a Boy or Girl get a College Education and the
student will have ample time to repay the loan after Graduation.
Any Farmer who is eligible for PCA Credit may
sponsor any boy or girl interested in getting a College Education.
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Mr. James M. &wird, Manager
Security Federal Savings,& Loan Assn.
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RON MILLER, city planner with Kentucky's Division of Planning, Is pictured in the new State office opened Monday en West Broadway in Mayfield. Miller will offer detailed, technical community planning studies
to local planning commissions throughout the Jackson Purchase area. Neil Rogers, secretary to Miller, Is
(Mayfield Messenger photo by Wendell Givens)
pictured right.
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Taking par/ In flag raisins ceremonies August 5 that officially welcomed
the Bask Carbon Corporation to Hickman were from left Commissioner
if Commerce Katherine Peden, Elbert Burcham, Jr., president of the
Hickman Chamber of Commerce; William H. Wendel, Niagara Fells,
N. Y., president of the Carborundum Corporation, the parent firm of
Bask Carbon; and Lieutenant Governor Harry Lee Waterfield. The
ceremonies VATS held on the 173-acre site on the outskirts of Hickman to
symbolize the start of construction on the $11,510,800 graphite products
silent. The MASI square-foot industrial facility will employ up to 275
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Get the highest rats on your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Loan Association at 124 East Center Street in Sikeston,
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BACK - TO -SCHOOL
DAYS ARE ALMOST
HERE. It's been a great
summer for the kids, but
it will soon be study time
again. Which brings up a
very important matter...
SAFE DRIVING ... anywhere and everywhere, but special care when the children
go back to school. The younger ones, in particular, are
often so busy playing and having a good time on the way
to and from school they don't watch for cars as carefully
as they should. Thirtneans it's up to you to do the
watching. Help give 1em another safe and happy year
at school . . . DRIVE CAREFULLY.

THESE DAYS, SHOPPING CENTERS ARE POPPING
UP ALL OVER THE COUNTRY! Their big drawing
card is the fact that stores of all kinds, from bakeries to
barber shops, are all within easy reach of each other.
Well, you know, there's another big help to easy, convenient shopping, and you have it right in your own home!
It's the Yellow Pages. That combination of handy shopping centers and easy-to-use Yellow Pages is hard to
beat. Next time you need a service or a product, why
not check the Yellow Pages first for the merchants in
the shopping center nearest you?

THE FIRST LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE CALL
EVER MADE, took place on August 10, 1876. It was
a one-way call received at Paris, Ontario, Canada by
Alexander Graham Bell from his father and uncle at
Brantford, Ontario about 76 miles away. Later, Dr. Bell
said of this call, "The Brantford experiment is of historical
interest because it led to the discovery of the proper
combination of parts in a telepbone to enable It to hennas.
operative upon a long line." What an incredibly long mar
we've come from that 76-mile phone call...to:UMW

TIME FOR REPOTTING
NEW YORK—Late August is a
good time to repot house plants
that have been outside all summer. And because plant roots grow
rapidly in August, you'll need clay
pots at least one inch larger than
the original containers.

BIG HEARTED!
The fussy boas strolled down the
aisle among the desks. He saw a
cigarette butt lying on the floor.
Boss (growling at the meek man
nearest him): Is that yours?
Little Man: No, you can have it
—You saw it first-

AMATEUR GOLFER TO TOUR
WORLD WITH TONY LEMA

1

British Open Golf Champion Tony Lena (left) congratulates
Bill Bosshard for winning the Dorado Hilton International Amateur Handicap Golf Tournament.
A young Akron, Ohio, businessman will realize the dream of
every amateur golfer this fall when he joins famed pecrtessional
golfer Tony Lema on a month-long world golfing tour.
A. William (Bill) Bosshard,
owner of an automatic car
wash in Akron, won the Dorado civic, social and sports leaders.
A round of sight-seeing acHilton International Amateur
Handicap Golf Tournament tivities also is scheduled? inplayed recently at the Dorado eluding a visit to the Eiffel
Hilton Hotel and Country Club, Tower in Paris, a tour of the
Dorado, Puerto Rico and re- Acropolis in Athens, elephantceived as first prize an around- riding on the grounds of a
the-world tour for two via Pan Rajah's palace in India and a
American Airways, accom- ceremonial luau in Honolulu.
Bosshard competed against
panied by Tony Lema and his
wife, Betty. During the trip, 29 other amateur golfers in the
Bosshard will participate with Dorado Hilton tournament,winLema in golfing exhibitions ning with a net score of 276 for
played on the world's leading 72 holes. Second-place 'winner
of the tournament was Canagolf courses,
Amongthe major world cities dian golfer Bert Daykin of
on the tour itinerary are Lon- Montreal, who received a tendon, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin, day golfing vacation for two at
Rome, Athens, Istanbul, Tel the Kahala Hilton in Honolulu,
Aviv, Teheran, New Delhi, Hawaii. Daykin was aecomHong 1Cong, Tokyo and Hono- pulled to the tournament by his
lulu. In addition to the golf ex- fiancee, who watched him win
bibitions, tournament winner what will be the honeymoon
Boeshard sod his wife, Andrea,
will join Lama and his wife at a trikight other travel prizes
merles of vemptions at Hilton wore awarded in the tourna.
hotels ea rent., attended by ment.

I.C.43939
goes to work

Here the coupler of IC 48939 meets the
coupler of another freight ear. The couplers
lock. Another train grows from owe to perhaps 200 cars of many kinds, joined for the
economical movement of freight.
IC 48989 is one of Illinois Cantrers big.
new 1988 freight cars—a 100-ton capacity,
shipping peekage with 103-foot dodge doom
for fast, mechanised loading. A special purpose car, one of many attracting boainas
heck to the Illinois Central.
This year more then 2,000 new ems hdp
the Mob Central ezrind and vary its eureka
ci
.to
gi g
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trumnas
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CLASSIFIED ADS

WE BUY, sell and trade shotguns
and rifles. Western Auto Store,
Lake Street, Fulton.

APPLES FOR SALE — Grymes
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our orchard, East Collinwood, South
prices. We service all makes TV. Fulton.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. ExRip: Hunting 11011110116 for raccoon change Furniture Co.
on Reelfoot National Wildlife
Refuge in Kentucky Relates to US
HELP WANTED: Man or woman
150.374.
wanted to supply Rawleigh proPursuant to authority vested in ducts to consumers in Fulton Co. or
the Department of Fish and Wild- City of Fulton. Good time to start.
life Resources and the Department No Capital required. Write Rawof Fish and Wildlife Resources leigh Dept. KY I 1071 815 FreeCommission by KRS 150.025 the fol- port,
lowing regulation is adapted:
Raccoons may be taken with gun
or dog on all suitable portions of
WE RENT - - Reelfoot National Wildlife Refuge
in Fulton County, designated by
Hospital beds
signs as open to hunting, comprising approximately 2,000 acres
Baby beds
from:
Vacuum Cleaners
September El • October 2 (excluding Sunday, September hi)
Floor polishers
No permit is required but hunters must cheek in and out through
WADE FURN. CO.
designated check stations.
For further information, contact Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-3.543
Refuge Headquarters, Samburg,
Tennessee.
No bag or possession limits.
Hunting hours for raccoon on this
area: 8:00 P. M. to 5:30 A. U.
The Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources has SAVE! GET our
entered into a cooperative agreePACKAGE DEAL
ment with the Tennessee Game
and Fish Commiuion whereby
All types of Inserassa•
hunting licenses issued by either
"Covering Everything"
state will be recognized as lawful
on the Reelfoot National Wildlife
422 Lake St.
Refuge for taking raccoons in accordance with provisions set forth
In both states regulations, during Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
the above season.
VOW
Is/ Minor Clark
001EMEHIGNER, DEPAR TIMM CIP PIM AND WILDLIFE
RESOURCES
APPROVED BY THE DEPARTMENT OIF FISH AND WILDLIFE
RESOURCES COMMISSION AT A
MEETING HELD N FRANKFORT,
KENTUCKY ON 1= 21ST DAY
OF JUNE, 1065.
/s/ Dr. James Salato
CHARMAN, DEPARTEPNT OF
FISH AND
WILDLLFE RESOURCES COMMLSSION
Aeennas InStellod
APPROVED AS TO FORM AND
IIEGALITY:
/s/ John B. Browning
Assistant Attorney General
ram
LEGISLATIVE
RESEARCH COMMISSION AUGUST
TELEVISION
1
17, 196S
/s/ Lena M. Craig
306 Main Phone 4724643
lascrtnAnoNt SERVICE
^mow&
..

DEWEY JOHNSON

T

Here Is. view of the traveling Tri-America Teens, having an awful let of Banana Festival fun on their way to Chicago. See plw•to on page S.

SERVICE
REPAIRS

The News Reports.

SCATTERED PATTIat
About People and Things

They did! They sent Festival
headquarters a check for the four
fares and that was just the beginning. Wait a minute . . . don't
let us take the words out of Sue's
rtvings about Ozark ... read what
she wrote the Banana Festival
board.
BANANA BOARD MEMBERS:
I want to thank you on behalf of
the three girls for the exciting trip
to Chicago. The girls will never
forget their experiences and we
had some terrific ones.
Mr. Gil Keene (Ozark Airlines)
was real nice to us and we appreciated the overnight bags that
he presented to us. The PaducahSun reporter came before we left
and made our pictures.
We landed in St. Louis around
10:30 a. m. and were met by Lee
Bright and Mr. Sommers of the
Ozark. I presented Mr. Sommers
our banana bag and made him top
banana as he was boarding his
plane to Springfield, Ill. Bright had
a large picture of the Beatles and
he made our picture with one of
the girls autographing the picture.
My brother, Bill Terrell, and family were with Mr. Bright and he
brought his movie camera along
and made pictures from the thus
our plane was landing until we left
the airport. We were real thrilled
over this because we can see the
movie over the Labor Day Holidays
while they are home.
We landed in Chicago at 3:10
p. m. and were met by Don Sopb
Ozark Airlines) and he 'Keyed
with us WE wg boarded our limosins to the HOWL He made our
give to the
courtesy &bib
driver to findings the Hilton. The
seemed conew1Wil about us and
gave me his hove phone In case

(Continued °it Page Five
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SMALL FARMS FOR SAIL
Acres-3 miles South East of Fulton, fair
house and barn. Productive land with South Fulton
school bus. Priced at $9000.
25

needed him while we were in Chicago. We got to the hotel at 4:20
p. m. and it took me awhile to get
things settled and I about wore the
girls out making them sit on our
bags and wait. The lobby going
like Grand Central Station, I was
afraid we would lose each other.
We then had dinner, called a cab
and got to the White Sox Park by
7:00 p. m. and I went directly to a
policeman to get advice as to the
best way to get out of the park after the concert. Everything was
fine and I am sure the Beatles had
some good Kegs, but for the 50,000
young people screaming, you could
not tell. They took in $160,000.00
during their stay in Chicago. We
waited one hour and forty-five minute* after the concert for a cab, it
was quite an ordeal.
Arriving back at the hotel at
11:55 p. m., we ate a snack in the
drug More before going up to our
room, as they were starved. Brenda Barker had a chocolate soda
even through she was allergic to
chocolate and I did not know it at
the time. I stayed up and down
with her all night as she was so
sick and the nurse on duty finally
gave me something to ease her.
The nurse was going to charge me
$15.00 room call, and I refused her
as all I wanted was something like
pepto-bismol and I would come after it. This I did and we laughed
later after Brenda woke up the
next day feeling fine.
We had the celebrities staying at
the hotel with us. The Houston Astros, Milwaukee Women's Drill
Team and the Shriners. I met a Mr.
Klizer at the bookstore there and
he said he came through Fulton
four times a year on the train going to Florida and he always got
off the train there for a few minutes. He had a number of good
things to say about Fulton. I also
met another interesting person and
a very close friend of Danny Thomas. His name was Emmanuel
Khano and he came from Lebanon
also. There were many, many nice
people and they treated us royally.
We got back at O'Hare Field at
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When Brenda Barker,. Sheila Lowry and Jen Ray
Browder were working their hearts out with Tri-America Teens to support Operation Amigo, little did they
know that they were in store for one of the most exciting and pleasurable events of their lives. And at the
time they were working hard to win that trip to Chicago
to see the Beatles they hardly stopped to think that just
50 miles from us, in Paducah, there is the finest, friend(jest and most generous airline in the world.
Well, these young folks and their Tr -America
Teens sponsor, Sue Hurt found out all these things and
more when Robert Sommers and all the other nice folks
of Ozark Airlines heard about their victory and their
hard work and gave them a great, big, flying pat on the
back.
In discussing travel plans for the
foursome with Ozark Airlines officials they revealed that Federal
regulations prohibit carriers to
transport passengers, other than
airline personnel, without paid
tickets, but added the official,
"that's such a wonderful program
we'll see if we can help them some
other way."

The toll
Fulton h
Septembe

38/
1
2 Acres-5 miles North of Fulton near Mt.
Zion church. Tractor and equipment included.

65 Acres-1 mile East of Dukedom. New house
Priced at $13,000.

MIKE BUTTS (114) awaits. pass as an opponent Isom Obion Central hits the pod.

Judge Denies
Obion County
School Request
U. S. District Judge Bailey
Brown, Memphis, has denied a request to order integration of school
facilities in the Obion County school
system.
The order came on a complaint
submitted May 5 by the Negro
plaintiffs from South Fulton in an
Obion County desegregation case.
The Negro group had asked that
teachers and all supporting personnel, such as bus drivers, be integrated-.
The group also charged that discrimination practices existed in
curriculum and extracurricular activities. More specifically, the
group had charged Negroes were
not allowed to play on athletic
teams nor be members of the Beta
Club.
The judge, in denying the request
to order faculty integration, ruled,
however, that Negro and white
teachers willing to teach in schools
predominately by the
attended
other race cannot be barred from
such assignments.
However, in the assigning of
teachers, all of the usual factors
can be considered, such as qualifications. experience and attitude,
the judge said.
The Tennessee River will be
closed to navigation from Nashville to the Ohio river for 45 days,
beginning Sept. 15, because of construction work on the lock connecting Kentucky and Barkley Lakes.

HISTORY OF LABOR —
(Continued Prem Pag• One)
time and gives hope and encouragement for the attainment of the
aspirations for the future of the
human family.
Newspaper accounts have preserved for us the color attendant
upon the celebration of the first
Labor Day in New York City when
American labor, led by Peter J.
McGuire, paraded in orderly fashion through the streets of the city.
Of the picnic in Elm Park tot-
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Paper
and
Heusepaint

SIMONS PAINT STORE
107 E. State Line Phone 471-2724

Support The Banana Festival

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Between Martin & Union City
Wed-Thur-Fri-Sat. Sept. 1-4
Double Feature

S. P. MOORE & CO.
Uri Counineretai

Plisse IS

Ar _Arens Inlaid Liboleem,
—Vinyl and Tile.
—D.pwrie Carpet': z
—Upholstering. Madam al
Antique
RAMWOOD

35 Acres-8 miles North of Fulton off Highway
307 or North West of Water Valley. Good second
bottom land with good house priced at $8000.

_

CANNON AGENCY

129 BROADWAY, FULTON, KENTUCKY 42041

Starts at 8:00
Peter O'toole - James Mason

Phone: 479-2651

Lord Jim
and at 9:45
Brian Donlevy-Andrea Bayard

Girl In Room 15
Sun-Mon., Sept. 54
Double Feature
Starts at 8:00

't7MMIWRIMMF

JAMES

lowing the paraee, one newspaper
said:

Kirk Douglas - Thelma Ritter

For Love Or Money
Then at 9:23
Alan Delon - Jane Fonda

Joy House

Yellowstone
outsells
all other
Bourbons
(145
of them)
in Kentucky.
90 PROOF

6 years old.

$4!p?„ Sit?rT

Cloud Tues-Wed., Sept. 74

haatscky Straille audio% se Proof a US Plod gettled4e4oad.
Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentoft.
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SFATTERED PATTER—
(Continued From Page Four)
The following were patients in the
2.45
p. m. and I was surprised by
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
being met by Lester Walton a
September 1:
colored employee of the Ozarks.
He was a first class gentleman and
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Ward Atkins and baby, he worked with Don Soph. Since
William Killebrew, Mrs. Sally Don was off he had Lester to meet
Grady, Mrs. Flossie Conley, Cathy us and take care of us until we
Worley, J. H. Harrison, Mrs. Loyd boarded the plane. He introduced
Henderson, Mrs. Jack Haddad, us to everyone as his Banana
Mrs. H. L. Hardy, Mrs. Gary Olive, Friends.
I wanted to tip him and he beMarcie Toalson, little Beulah Kay
Clark, Robert Johnson, Fulton; gan saying no as I handed him the
Clara Freeman, South Fulton; Mrs. money. He said it was a pleasure
Eula Clark, Clinton; Mrs. Kathleen and we were his guests. The BaGolden, Water Valley; Mrs. Danny nana Festival was really advertisSuitor, Mayfield; Mrs. Clayton ed by our hats, bags and buttons.
Kyle, little Abbie Dockery, Clin- The girls really attracted attention
and I was real proud of their beton.
havior. I wish it were possible for
these people that we met to attend
FULTON HOSPITAL
Miss Sherry Elliott, Mrs. Ray- our festival and I hope we can send
mond Brown, Mrs. J. W. El- a special letter of thanks for their
ledge, Mrs. Hettie Ford, Walter hospitality. These were thrilling exV o e lp e 1, Mrs. Kenneth Love, periences for each of us.
Mrs. Fletcher Gettig, Fulton;
I forgot to mention that Allan
Mrs. John Gambit 1, Laura and Flossie (famous comedians)
Jane Suiter, Mrs. Dora Kib- and they have appeared on the Ed
bler, South Fulton; Jeff Harrison, Sullivan Show a number of times,
Mosel Brown, Roy Howell, Mrs. boarded the plane with us SaturE. S. Garrigus, Route 1, Fulton; day. This was quite a show and
Mrs. Greg St. John and baby, Route there were scores of people gather2, Fulton; Jim Purcell, Route 4, ed around them at the airport getFulton; Mrs. Chester Campbell, ting their autographs and my three
Arlie Morris, Water Valley; Mrs. girls were in the middle of Ahem.
Neal Little, Floyd Connor, Mrs. Allan and Rossie were about as exLucy Turner, Miss Lorraine Clark, cited over the girls apparel and,
Crutchfield; Rev. R. M. Suthard, they asked a number of questions
Wingo; Mrs. Weldon Crews, Gary regarding the festival. This was a
Murphy, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. treat for both groups. They got off
Pearl Arnett, Route 4, Mayfield; the plane in Springfield, Illinois.
Bill Hinkle, Clinton; Mrs. George
We landed at Barkley Field at
Potter, Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Bill 6-30 p. m. and this concluded our
Brown, Dukedom.
flight and unforgettable trip.
AGAIN THANKS,
JONES HOSPITAL
Sue
Hurt
Mrs. James Johnson and baby,
Brenda Barker
Bernard Houston, Carol Eddington.
Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Mrs. James
Sheila Lowry
Mann and baby, Fulton; Mrs. WarJen Ray Browder
ren Bard, Water Valley, Mrs. W.
0. Lock, W. J. Shepherd, Route 1,
Fulton.
The Woman's Society of C ;attain Service of the Wesleyan Church
WOMEN LOVE SHOES
at Beelerton will sponsor an ice
CHICAGO — Women DO like to cream supper on Saturday, Septembuy shoes. For every pair a man ber 4, on the lawn of the church,
buys, his wife purchases three. beginning at 5 p.
And his daughter acquires three for
Barbecue plates and sandwiches
every pair he buys his sons.
will be served, along with home-

made cake and home-made ice
cream. The public is cordially invited to attend.
Proceeds will be used toward the
purchase at a central heating and
ceding system for the church.
The Senior Citizens Club met in
the dining room of the First Methodist Church, Thursday, August
26. Mrst Hattie Wood, at the piano,
led the group in singing "God Will
Take Care of You." Mn. Herman
Williamson read a story based on
Psalm 111:1, "He that dwelleth in
the secret place of the most High
shall abide under the shadow of
the ALakighty." Robert Lamb gave
the prayer.
Mrs. E. W. Hart presented several phases of business and suggested that the women continue to
sew Mr the children's branch of
the Clothes Bank. There was a
suggestion, also, that everyone
bring an idea to the next meeting,
on how to make some money.
About three dozen song boks belonging to the church were mended
with tape and glue.
A variety group of songs, given
by Mrs. Nelson Tripp, accompanying herself on the autoharp, was
sincerely enjoyed and Appreciated.
W9C Circle Six, represented by
Mrs. Win Whitnel, Mrs. Norman
Terry, and Mrs. J. M. Reed, served
csrffee, cake, and ice cream at the
social hour.
LABOR DAY GOLF
The Labor Day golf tournament
for men and women will get underway at 1 P. M., September 6, at
the Fulton Country Club. All golfers planning to participate are asked to sign up at the clubhouse.
AWARDS POSTPONED,

How To Succeed Late August Wedding Unites Popular
Selected Title
Couple, Miss Holloway, Mr.Burnette
For Style Show
A fashion show bearing the provocative title, "How To Succeed.",
will be sponsored by the McCracken County' Medical Auxiliary on
Sept. 90. The event, to be staged in
the gymnasium of the Paducah
Junior College, will be presented
for the benefit of the Mental Health
Association of Paducah and McCracken County at 8 o'clock p. m.
CDT.
A similar affair sponsored by the
group last year proved to be one
of the highlights of the Paducah
spring social season, and the auxiliary is striving to make this September show of new fall and winter fashions even snore glamorous
and exciting.
Initial plans for the show were
made at a meeting of the auxiliary
board at the Paducah Country Club
with the president, Mrs. Samuel
French, presiding.

Neither* Asked To
Attend P-TA Meet
The first South Fulton PTA meeting will be held at 7 P. M. this evening in the school cafeteria. This
meeting will be in the form of a
pot-luck dinner and will serve as a
means of getting acquainted or renewing friendships. The dinner will
be preceded by an executive committee meeting at 6:30 P. M.
Members are
to make the
first meeting o(e year a sucaessful one by atteading it with their

The Awards Presentation dinner
previously scheduled for next week
at the Fulton Country Club has
been postponed. The date of the
WEST FULTON TO MEE —
dinner, which will take place after
The executive board of the West
the club championship has been decided, will be announced at a later Fulton PTA will meet in the home
of the president, Mrs. James Green,
date.
on Eddinea Street, this ( ureday)
afternoon at one O'clock. All memSupport The Barton. ,Festival bers ape urged to ahead.

(Photo Courtesy of Gardner's Studio)

Mr. and Mrs. William Earl Burnette
The stately Gothic beauty of the First Christian
Church of Fulton, Kentucky, provided the setting for
the formal wedding of Miss Lynne Holloway, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Holloway to Mr. William Earl
Burnett,so* of Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Burnette. The ceremony was solemnized on Saturday, August twentyeighth at four o'clock in the afternoon by the Reverend
Henry tianpa, pastor of the church, who used a double
ring service.
1:

end of the table was the beautifully
decoration tiered wedding cake, top
ped with a cluster of white satin
wedding bells and Wiles of tilt
valley. At the other end of the
table was a large crystal puncl
service. Other appointments wen
of silver. 'Phose,serving at the re
ception were Miss Jane Tartt o:
Paducah, Kentucky, Miss Donna
Rickman of Palmersville, Tennes
see, Mrs. Charles Bowers, Mrs
Joe Hall, Mrs. Robert VanDorer.
and Miss Darlene Roberts. Mrs
H. L. Bushart, aunt of the bride
presided at the guest register whict
was covered with a madeira clott
and ornamented by a silver candel
abra caught with satin ribbons am'
lillies of the valley.
For their southern wedding trip
Mrs. Burnette wore a textured sill/
sheath dress with matching jacket
in a vibrant shade of Victorian pink
which enhanced her brdnet beauty.
The orchid from her wedding bouquet was pinned at her shoulder
After their return they will live at
Murray, Kentucky, where both arc
students at Murray State College
Out of town guest were Mr. ane
Mrs. Cecil Burnette and David o'
Murray, Kentucky; Mrs. George
Burnette of Mayfield, Kentucky:
lam Willie Mae Inman and Mrs
Thiene Bradshaw of Ridgely
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Hicks, Mrs. Willie Darby, Msf
Florence Edwards of Paris, Ten
nessee; Mr. Harry Barry of Hick
man, Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. Del
bert Wyatt, Mr. Bob Wyatt of May
field, Kentucky; Mrs. Larry Sulli
van of Louisville, Tennessee; Mr
J. D. Williams of Lexington, Mis
sissippl; Mrs. H. L. Pardue, Learn
ed, Mississippi; Mrs. W. 0. New
matt of Raymond, Mississippi; Mr
and Mrs. Richard O'Mar and Mik(
of Park Ridge, Illinois; Mr. Ken'
Wellbrock of Peoria, Minois; Mrs
James Tartt of Paducah, Ken
tucky; Mrs. Lottie Washain o'
Martin, Tennessee, and Mrs. Clyds
Williams of Detroit, Michigan.

Park Terrace
Lovely Setting
For Reception

Immediately following the rehear
sal of the Holloway and Burnett:
wedding party on Friday evening
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Burnette, par
ents of the groom, were hosts at :
bountiful smorgasboard dinner ii
A tarok jade tree, featuring a
the Terrace Room of the Park Ter
picture roses tied with matching race Restauran
cluster
t.
4iite wedding bells,
The buffet table was centeret
stood itsithe ,1centçr back of the satin ribbons. Each bridesmaid
chancel,- iAbore ,not was a grace- carried a single pink picture rose with a tiered cake, topped by f
ful arch of white 'tapers. In the tied with matching satin ribbon. miniature china bride and groom
The long Uwisped table, whirr
front of the sanctuary were tall The flower girl's dress was a minifan-shaped arrangements of white ature reproduction of the other at- the guests were seated, was ores
gladioli interspersed with greenery. tendants. She wore a dainty band mented with arrangements of pets'
of pink illusion and flowers in her pink
Within the Gothic arches on each
carnations and puffs of ne'
side of the altar were low cande- hair and carried a lace basket from mixed with fern. Silver candelabra
which she scattered petals along bolding
labra holding tall white wedding the
tall pink candles, added It
bridal aisle.
the festival occasion. The place
candles which were entwined with
Gene
Holloway
of
Boulder, Colo- cards and other decorations
smilax. A white Prie-Dieu marked
carriee
the place of the ceremony and the rado, brother of the bride, and out the pink and white color
George Burnette of Mayfield, Ky. scheme.
reserved pews were marked with
brother of the groom, served as
For the dinner, Miss Holloway
large white satin bows.
acolytes.
chose from her trousseau, a twc
As the guests assembled Mrs.
Mr. W. P. Burnette served his
Steve Wiley, organist of the church, son as best man. Groomsmen were piece aqua summer knit will
gave an appropriate program of Larry Sullivan of Louisville, Ten- touches of silk linen in the sem
nuptial music. Miss Cathy Camp- nessee, James Newton, Lynn New- color. She wore a gift corsage o
bell, contralto, sang the "Song of ton, Barry Bondurant, George Pink carnations pinned at he,
shoulder and a dainty onyx ant
Ruth"-Gounod, and also the Barnby Burnette and Gene Holloway.
diamond pendant necklace will
wedding hymn, "0 Perfect Love",
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
as the couple knek for the minis- Holloway wore a Ciel blue pure matching earings, which were E
gift from the groom.
terial blessing.
silk sheath line dress with an
The guest list included: Misi
The radiant young bride was es- overblouse of matching chantilly
Lynne
Holloway, Mr. Bill Burnette
corted to the altar and given in lace. Her pillbox hat and other acmarriage by her father. Her form- cessaries matched her dress and Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Holloway
al wedding gown, fashioned of silk her corsage was of pink throated Mrs. Lettie Hicks, and Mrs. Pettit
Mae Burnette, grandmothers of the
organza over bridal taffeta, was white cymbiditun orchids.
groom, Mrs. Charles Holloway and
Schiffli embroidered in a feathery
Mrs. Burnette, mother of the
mimosa pattern. The fitted bodice groom, chose an aqua silk shantung Mrs. R. C. O'Mar, grandmothers ce
of her gown featured a bateau neck- sheath dress with lace bodice and the bride, Mrs. Steve Wiley, Mr
line with elbow length sleeves. The matching jacket in silk. The same and Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mr. and
sheath shirt developed into a wide soft shade of blue green was re- Mrs. Henry Hanna, Miss Sally
chapel train. Her elbow length peated in her hat of veiling and Hall, Miss Nancy Emhart, Miss
bouffant veil was of Imported silk firmer' and other accessories. Her Ann Bowers, Miss Ruth Ann Burnillusion in tiers attached to a corsage was made of cymbidium ette, Miss Judy Hoodenpyle, Miss
Jane Warren, Mies Cathy Campcrown fashioned .of silk organza orchids with pink center.
bell, Mr. Jim Newton, Mr. Lynn
petals and lace, embroidered with
Immediately following the wed- Newton, Mr. Harry Bondurant, Mr.
irridescents and pearls. The bride's ding ceremony
only jewelry was a dainty gold loway, parents Mr. and Mrs. Hol- Gene Helloway of Boulder, Colo
of the bride, enter- redo, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Sullivar
chain with a pendant of pearls, al tained with a
gift of the groom. Her bridal bou- toa Country reception at the Ful- of Louisville, Tennessee, Mr. ane
Club. The club was Mrs. George Burnette and dant'
quet was a cascading arrangement decorated
throughout with large ter Beth of Mayfield, Kentucky.
of stephanotis and illusion ecntered floor baskets of
white gladiola and Mr. and Mrs. Dick Olkiar, MLitt
with a large Cattelayia orchid.
smaller arrangements of pink tint- and Pattie of Park Ridge, Illinois
The bride chose for her maid of ed mums.
Kent Wellbrock of Peoria, Illinois
honor Miss Sally Hall. Bridesmaids
The bride's table
were Mies Patricia O'Mar of Park with a floor length was covered Mrs. Clyde Williams of Detroit
white taffeta Michigan, Mies Jean Burnette o'
Ridge, Illinois, and Miss Nancy cloth, which was
covered
with a San Bernadino, California, Mrs. H
Bushart both cousins of the bride, net cloth caught
Miss Jean Burnette of San Berne- with clusters of at each corner L. Pardue of Learned, hilssissippi.
valley
dena, Calif., and Miss Ruth Ann tering the table was Mlles. Cen- Mr. J. D. Williams of Lexington
a handsome Mississippi, Mrs. W. 0. Newman'
Burnette, sisters of the groom, Miss five-branched
silver candelabra Raymond, Mississippi, and du
Ann Bowers, Miss Jane Warren holding tall white
candles. At one hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Burnette.
and Miss Judy Hoodenpyle. Little
Miss Beth Burnette of Mayfield, a
niece of the groom, was an enchanting flower girl. The attendants were attired identically. Their
formal gowns of :ink georgette
were in two tones, using American
The City Commission of South Fulton, TennesBeauty for the skirt and cameo
see will sit as a board of tax equalization on Tuespink for the bodice. The slim,
graceful skirts were topped with
day evening, September 7, 1965, at 7 p. m.
empire bodices, fashioned with a
simple scoop neckline and sleeves
Assessments for 1965 remain the same. with
that terminated at the elbow.
the
excepti
on of those who have been notified by
Southern elegance was expressed
lnaiL
crowned
open
in
hats
which
ware
IF YOU'VE MINIM FLOWN BEFORE,THE WAY TO GET STARTED IS BY OZARK AIRLINES. That's the advice being given enthusiestieel. designed to enhance
the s
airline
Chicago
recently.
travelled
Besides
to
Persons wishing their assessments reviewed
the
getting
Futtonian
treatment
the
who
VIP
s
ly by four
from officials and staff nusonbere In Pa- of their frocks. The hats wien
fashlir
ioned
with
wide
brims
convenien
will
of
friendly
donated
rippling
be heard at this meeting.
airline
and
Chicago,
t
the
tickets
Ow
She
foursome who we going to Chicago ao gee Kw
to
ducah, St. Louis and
silk
georgette
in
the
same
shades
Tri-Ameri
sponsor
Teens
the
ce
returned
of
members
and the
Beatles. And the local
the compliment by makkug the public relations director of
which were used in the dresses
Ozark a TOP BANANA. Hers Robert I Sommers Is shows at St. Louis airport accepting the award from Mrs. Hurt, while, tett to right, Brenda and were adorned with soft silk
Barker, Jon Ray Browder and Sheila Lowry smile their approval. Tha t's a picture of the famous Beatles on the stop of that beautiful Ozark petals creating blossoms. Their accessories,maltbsd their dresses.
Plane that took off for Chicago shortly after the photo Was made.
The maid of honor carried pink
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ACP Helping
Area Farmers
In Drought

•CAYCE NEWS
By

Wise Aeries Besidareat

Farm Bureau Names Miller
Staff Market Consultant

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Taylor have
returned to their home in Detroit,
alter a visit with her mother, Mrs.
Lurline Lusk, and his sister, Mrs.
Luriine Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver
have reutrned to their home in
Philadelphia, Penn., after a visit
Clarence L. Miller, a Farm Buwith Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
reau leader for many years, will
Clarice.
join the staff of the Kentucky Farm
Mrs. Clara Carr spent last MonBureau as marketing consultant.
day with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde LindAnnouncement of Miller's employer and Mrs. Kathryn Kearby.
ment was made by John Koon, exMrs. Ethel Oliver, Miss Lynette
ecutive secretary, Mt. He will
and John Miles Benentt, of Membegin his duties effective Septemphis, were Tuesday guests of Mr.
ber 1.
and Mrs. Chester Wade and Andy
Miller, in this position, will be
end Mrs. Edna Alexander.
working in the area of livestock
Scott Ammons of Murray spent
marketing, consulting with livethe past two weeks with his grandstock producers, livestock specialparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Amists and livestock marketing
mons. His mother, Mrs, Ray Amgroups.
mons, daughter and son spent the
one day last week and accomday
in
Bureau
Farm
He will assist
him home.
panied
finding the role the organization
Mrs. Grace Hoodenpyle of near
can play in helping the farmer
Clinton, Ky., was a Wednesday
market his livestock. In doing so be
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charwill be cooperating with groups in
Sloan.
lie
the field of livestock marketing, inMrs. Pattie Mae Burnette was
feeder
sales,
pig
feeder
cluding
last Tuesday dinner guest of Mrs.
calf sales, cooperative marketC. L. MILLER
Daisie Bondurant and Clarke. Afing, direct marketing and contract
ternoon guests were Mrs. Ethel
marketing.
1962 he resumed the operation of Oliver, Lynette, and John Miles
Bennet of Memphis, and Bro. La
Miller has been a member of the his farm at Shelbyville.
Farm Bureau for 29 years. He serMiller, 52, was born in Louisville. Royce Brown.
We are sorry to lose Mrs. Virgie
ved as president of the Shelby He moved to a farm near ShelbyCounty Farm Bureau and second ville when he was 12. He attended Bondurant as a neighbor. She has
vice-president of the Kentucky the University of Kentucky and moved to Riceville to live.
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Brinkley
Farm Bureau Federation.
Western Kentucky State College.
In 1961 Miller accepted the posi- He took over operation of the and children and Mr. and Mrs.
tion of vice-president of the Ameri- family farm—a general farm pro- Billie Curtsinger and children, all
can Stockyards Association as its ducing beef cattle and burley to- of St. Louis, have been spending
Washington representative. In July bacco—when about 18, and has their vacations with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Harris, Sr.
operated it for the past 28 years.
He served as compliance super- Saturday afternoon guests of Mrs.
visor with the Shelby County farm Daisie Dondurant and Clarke were:
program committee (then called Mr. and Mrs. Denver Bradshaw
the Agricultural Adjustment Ad- and daughters, Diana, Donna and
ministration county committee) Debra, Mrs. J. B. Inman of Ridgely, Tenn., and Mrs. Edna Alexanfrom 1937 to 1940.
In July 1953, he was named chair- der.
man of the Kentucky State Stabilization and Conservation CommitPrices for 1965-crop soybeans in tee. He left that position in June
at 1954, to become Director of the
Fulton County will be
4 it
for CSS Tobacco Division, Washington.
an average of $2.25 per
On November 27, he was named
soybeans grading No.3
I am in Frankfort now for the
Roy Associate Administrator of the
13.8 to 14 percent
Bard,Chairman, Agricultural Stabi- USDA's Commodity Stabilization special session of the legislature on
lization and Conserve** County Service, a position he omit:lied un- one of the most important issues
Committee, announced today. This til his appointment December 17, we have ever known-taxes and
is the same as the county rate for 1958 as an Assistant Secretary of more taxes.
I have given the matter a lot of
1804-crop soybeans. Terminal rates Agriculture for Marketing and Foreign Agriculture and as a member thought, I have talked with the tax=
are not established for soybeans.
Premiums and discounts are un- of the Commodity Credit Corpora- payers, and I have come to the
conclusion that if all property was
changed from those prevailing for tion Board of Directors.
equalized, and if all "big business"
the 1964 crop.
was listed for taxes in proportion
receive
Eligible producers may
MORE TAKE PART
the small farmer and small
to
price support on their 1965-crop soyand lot owner, then we would
beans through warehouse and Heavier grower participation than house
any new taxes or tax
need
not
allotin
domestic
the
year
Last
purchases,
and
farm-stored loans,
raises.
either as individuals or through ment program for upland cotton
I want all of you to know, I'll be
cooperative marketing associations. and a smaller allotment for extra
open minded and with one
there
the
account
for
staple
cotton
long
be
may
support
for
Applications
in mind-show no favoritism,
object
made at the ASCS County Office. decrease in acreage indicated on
the rich and poor alike, everyLaws will be available through July 1 for cotton planted in the treat
carry his share of the tax
June 30, 1866. The loan maturity United States, the U. S. Depart- body
last but not least-get
burden-and
ment of Agriculture reports.
date will be July 31, 1966.
any unlisted property on the tax
books.
C. (DOC). ADAMS
.
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Price Support
On Soybeans
Set At $2.25

Conservation work, carried out
with the help cf the Agricultural
Conservation Program, is helping
many farmers withstand the effects
of drought in the Northeast area of
the country. Nerve! Seals, Chairman, Obion County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Committee, said that the importance of
ponds and other conservation
measures encouraged by the program has become increasingly apparent In the region's continuing
drought.

FEEDER PIGS BEING VACCINA Mi—Kentucky's hog cholera eradication
program is well underway, Commissioner of Agriculture Wendell P. Butler reButler, center, is shown during a visit to a feeder pig sale at Paris, which
was held in the new $350,000 facility constructed by Paris Stockyards, Inc.
Looking at the pigs, which were vaccinated 21 days prior to the sals, are Jim
Connell, left, one of the stockyard owners, and Harold Wagoner, chairman of
the feeder pig sales committee. According to Butler, having pigs vaccinated
cholera is stimulating sales, as the pigs canbe shipped to other states
ch
Since the State and Federal
n:have restrictions on non-vaccinated anim
cl
which
a
regulations went into effect April I, over 44,000 pigs have been vaccinated, Butler said.

While the region suffers from a
lark of moisture and the resultant
poor pastures and crops, farms
where adequate water-conservation
measures have been installed are
generally faring better than those
with neglected soil and water resources. Striperopping and terraces
have helped many farmers retain
soil moisture over a longer period.
This has often made the difference
between an almost total crop failMONTH SET
ure and a crop somewhat less than
Governor Edward T. Breathitt normal.
has proclaimed the month of OcFarmers who are feeling the eftober as "Buy Kentucky Farm Pro- fects of good conservation work
ducts Month," in the Common- didn't wait until an emergency to
wealth. During the October pro- act. Conservation work is a nevernot.
motion, manufacturers, producers, ending process, drought or
And, with ACP sharing the cost at
processors, wholesalers and retail- needed practices, a farmer can do
ers of agriculture-related products much more than he could on his
will be urged to use seals identify- own.
ing the home-state goods as "a
Farmers are encouraged to visit
Kentucky product."
the ASCS county office and discuss
their cense/motion piens.

owners who just had to have the
hay in the ration. Well, if you
would put the cost of grinding into
protein concentrate the ration would
Vedows
make you more net profit in the
end. If a poor quality hay is fed,
ws, tie
the cow then has to digest it and
this takes energy (more hay or
744* even grain). If the hay were not
ground the chances are she would
not even eat it. This is breed feeding and is proven unprofitable.
No one hay making system will
WI* JIM PRYOR
on every farm, but the plan
work
Wks&
canard
iisis
Nowaaskasaral
that will yield its most nutrients
Quality Forage Saguia*. Profits should be adopted. In other words,
sacrifice pounds for top quality.
High quality forage is the most With new hay making equipment,
economical part of all rations. The it is possible to get the most out
lack of quality, however, keeps of the hay field. The Kentucky
Yoall Say they're dolicionsi
many farmers from getting the full Farmstead Mechanization Exposiitem.
important
benefit of this all
tion at Hopkinsville had on exhibit
The feeding value of top quality a machine that they claimed would
roughage is much higher than that snake it possible to cure Sudan or
which is over ripe or has cured too other tough to handle supplemental
the quality of any pastures for hay.
long.'The
Fulton, Ky.
forage, the -alder its digestibility
Remember quality not quantity
Lake Street
as well u supplying 75 percent to makes high profits!
80 percent of the nutrients cattle
require. DRAINAGE BILL APPROVED
A $4.3 million public works money
All too often simnkilnental grain is
— BEE
fed to overcome the'deficiencies of bill, including $965,000 for drainage
West
in
work
control
silflood
and
a low quality hay, pasture, or
age. In this case, grain becomes Tennessee, has been approved by
the major portion of the ration with the Senate Appropriations CommitIOU TOUR
roughage being the supplement tee in Washington.
rather than the reverse which
FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
should be normal.
F000 JOSS OPINING
•
FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
Farmers should make every efNEW YORK — The food service
fort to get as many pounds of a Industry estimates that two-fifths
- FARM LOANS
marketable product as possible of its employes are waiters or
OFFICE PHONE 472•13S1
3N1 MAIN STREET
from forage crops, after which they waitresses. About 20,000 to 35,000
FULTON, KENTUCKY
should consider feeding whatever new people will get such jobs each
grain necessary to reach the ani- year between now and 1W70.
mals' maximum potential production. The importance of quality hay
and pasture is not lessened by the
current interest in high grain rations for cattle. Roughage is the
Gc.n-ge G. Brand
backbone of the livestock industry.
1st. Dist. State Senator If we have a weak forage program,
likewise, our agribusiness is also
weakened and the farmers produrbon costs begin to rise. It is very
easy to see the importance of having a high quality hay, pasture and
silage.
Phone 472-3531
In feeding any quality hay, it is
best NOT to grind the forage. I
think most all University experiment stations have at one time or
another worked an experiment on
THE Geontflei BOURBON
hay grinding Cattle and sheep can
grind their hay much cheaper than
6 Years Old 90 Proof
the mill and will do well while acOREP141 LABEL
complishing the feat. I know of milMtn* AND SOMID WI
lers here in our cconmunity who
MAYAN MU etymons. INC IIAIDSTOVM, NILSON COUNTY, KIMUCKY
put off buying hay grinding equipment until forced to by livestock

Letters To Editor
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nbuse
For Fine Liquors

US 45-51 By Pass Highlands.Fultar.

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

ATAINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

VEN HILL

CHARLIE SCATES STORE
US.51 & Middle Road Fulton

On dozens of Northeast farms, an
ACP pond has meant the difference
between buying livestock water
and having a readily available supply. And, in an area where milk
production is the chief source of
farm income, .,an adequate water
supply is a must. Even though
many of the ponds are far below
capacity, they will provide much
needed livestock water.

'
terla Olt
OUR OWN

No place on earth has more to offer than Hat Springs..,
and there's no finer place to stay than The Arlington.
Swim in our beautiful cascade pools ... enjoy cocktail
parties, dinner music and dances ... dine on gourmet
food ... golf on our two 18-hole Championship courses.
All sports and recreations in Hot Springs including
fishing and boating. Take the world-famous thermal baths
with new WHIRLPOOL and massages right in The Arlington.

'Finest Quality B.EGoodrich

NEW TREAD TIRES
NO MONEY DOWN
WHEN YOU TRAM IN

YOUR

OLD TIRE

Genuine B.F.Goodrieis retreads ap-

plied stamen to sidewall only on
carefully selected sound tire caskry.

FREE FAST MOUNTING!

UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY

For Rates and Beautiful Color Brochure—
Write EDGAR A. MAY, Mgr., The ARLINGTON HOTEL Phone: AREA 501
NAtional 3-7771

HOT SPRINGS

National Park,Arkansas

4
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The temperature this Monday
morning reminds everyone that the
summer is fast paining and that
fail and the fall harvest is apeedily
approaching. This area is badly in
need of rain, even though not as
dry as some near communities.
William Thomas, from Rector,
Arkansas, visited his brother, 011ie
Thomas, and wife and other relatives last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Hagler and
family, from Joliet, Ill., visited his
aunt, Mrs. Fred Vaugpan, and relatives at Paris, Tenn., last week.
Johnnie Simpson, who has been
reported to be a shut-in for the
past two years, is growing much
weaker and is in a critical condition.
Mrs. Wiley Sims honored her
husband with a birthday supper
brat Saturday night. Those enjoying
this bountiful supper were: Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin Brundige, Mr. and
Mrs. Duren Terrell, Mr. and Mrs.
Ares Morrison, and Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan.
The Chestnut Glade Club is making plans to visit the county nursing home September 1. It is indeed
a pleasure to see the improvements
that have tbeen made for the care
of the residents of the home since
the clubs of the county began the
visits several years ago. At that
time there were fourteen persons
in the home, now there are more
than eighty being cared for in the
modern home.
Friends are glad to learn that
Irvin Shanklin, who has been in
Jones Hospital in Fulton and Baptist Hospital in Memphis for the
past several weeks, was able to
come home last Saturday.
boron Colley, who has many
friends in this community, is reported to be slightly improved at
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
after being in a critical condition
for several days following brain
surgery.

n his
visit

I

MARKIRE ADDED
Under the auspices of the Kentucky Historical Society 111 new
historical highway markers have
been erected in the past year.
There are now SN) scattered
throughout the state's 120 counties.

1

DUCK'S 24 HOUR

Wrecker Service
— Radio Dispatched —
106 W.State Lim

Dial 472-1121
Nights, Dial

4714ws

Dawson Springs
Jaycees Plan
Western Days
The Dawson springs Jaycees lit
annual Western Days Rodeo and
Parade will be held in Dawson Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 44.
The Jaycees will kick-off the
event with a parade Saturday,
starting at one o'clock in the afternoon. The parade will form in the
Ball Park on US 62.
Six bands have already agreed
to participate in the parade. They
are school bands from Providence,
West Hopkins, Greenville, Crittenden County, and the Dawson Springs
High School Baud and Junior Band.
More bands are expected. A trophy
will be given to the but band.
A drill team from Fort Campbell
will participate in the parade.
Several saddle clubs will be in
the parade. Among these are clubs
from Princeton, Greenville, Madisonville, Bremen Midland Riding
Club, and the Dawson Springs
Parkway Saddle Club.
Rodeo performances will be given
Saturday night, Sept. 4, at 7:30;
another performance will be given
Sunday afternoon, Sept. 5, at 2:00.

•PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Merles Lowe
Nice crowds attended services at
Chapel Hill and Johnson's Grove
churches yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob DeMyer's company last Monday were: Mrs. Raymond Lowery of Dalton, Ky., her
daughter, Mrs. Jack Harris and
son, Mike, of Houston, Texas, and
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Brown And
sou of Laming, Mleit.
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Ferguson
spent Saturday night in Troy with
Mr. Ferguson's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Ferguson,
Billy Stem spent the week end hi

• DETROIT NEWS
Iry Roy Maurer
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
fly

Mrs. Carey FsMide

The News takes pleasure in wishing "Happy Birthday" to the following friends:
September 3: Jim Pawlukiewicz,
Kenenth Gregory Alford; September 4: Bill Abel, Peggy Ann
Counce, Wilbur Hardy, Janny
Walker; September 5: Mike Butts,
R. E. King, Mrs. J. D. King, Mrs.
Pearl Rushton;
September 6: Cathy Jean Owens,
Allen McKendree, Steve Taylor;
September 7: Betty Bennett, Richard Bodker, Elmer Liliker; September 8: Susan Lynn Allison,
Homer Croft; September 9: Pat
Bodker, Dr. Shelton Owens, Karen
Lynn Rogers, Nedra Ward.

Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
We had a severe rain and hail
regular appointment at New Salem
storm the last two nights, which did
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
some damage on the wed side.
11 a. m. and also at the evening
Today it's so cold that the furnace
service, preceding the Baptist
keeps going on and off. TemperaTraining Union at 7:15.
ture is 55, more like October than
August.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter had some
Rev. Ray Wigginton, from Freteeth extracted the pat* week and
donia, Ky., preached at Grace
only suffered some trouble with
Church last Sunday evening. Bro.
bleeding. She is now feeling much
Ray was pastor there for a long
better.
time, so it was just like coming
Mrs. Velva Hawks, Jr. and baby
home. The next day, Monday, Rev.
daughter
have returned home from
Ray and Rev. Jones, from Grace
the Fulton Hospital. Both are doChurch, came over to visit First
ing nicely at the present time.
Church and were impressed with
Mr. and Mrs. Huse McGuire are
the improvements we have made
visiting a few days in Dukedom,
Inside and out.
house guests of their aunt, Mrs.
Our pastor, Rev. Donnald W.
REMODELING FINISHED
Maud Vincent, and Minnie.
Nunn, has resigned as of SeptemRemodeling of the post office in
Tobacco cutting and housing got
ber 26, to take a church near Memhas been completed at under way here two weeks ago and
phis, so he can finish his schooling Union City
of $2110,072.
much of the early crop is now in
and preach on Wednesdays and a cost
Sundays.
__I_- —j-September U is the day for two
weddings. M First Church, Brenda
Ann Mohler will become Mrs. John
Malan at six o'clock, with Rev.
Nunn doing the honors. The other
will be at Faith Church, where
Miss Karen Lynne Mitchell will become Mrs. John Homer Moore, HI.
Karen is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Mitchell and John is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Moore of
Memphis. Rev. McCain will do the
honors at six o'clock.
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tNaN curing process. The hot, dry
welither is good, according to reports from ow farmers, for all aircured crops. Fires are going under
dark-fired type, there has been
some careful handling thus far,
with the hope of fancy prices on
early markets. There remain
some crops of both types, air-cured
and dark-fired, in the fields to be
cut and housed soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Doron and
daughters, Donna and Mary Ellen,
of New York City, left several days
ago for Huntsville, Ala., after a
Visit here. They will visit the Ralph
DOTOTI family in Huntsville before
returning home. Wayne has just
had a month's vacation from White
Castle Insurance as district manager. They are enjoying their visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Smith
and daughters, Melodye and
Tracey,of Dresden, spent the week-

end with their brother Randall
Cunningham, and family in Washington, Indiana.
All over this area the children
are getting back to school - the
elementary in Palmersville, the
high school there, in Dresden,
South Fulton and Martin. Some are
entering colleges and I hope to get
an early report soon, giving colleges they are entering.
There comes up another Labor
Day week-end by the time these
items reach all of our readers, so
I do hope all who plan a trip or find
it necessary to go places will be
careful, cautious and courteous to
drivers on the many highways.
Have a good week-end, is the wish
from your reporter.

Subscribe To The News
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BAROMETER
for the FUTURE

The children all came home safely from camp, some with "skeeter" bites and some with poison ivy.

Webster says that a barometer is an instrument
measuring the weight or pressure of the
atmosphere, foretelling and measuring changes
of weather and altitude.
If God were to place a barometer on our lives,
would we be cold, lukewarm, or on fire
for the Lord. The past we can not change...
the future is up to us.

Our sick list is, and our wishes
are that you all get better fast because we miss you: Mrs. Oma
Pearson in Cottage Hospital; Mrs.
Barbara Maloof in Bon Secoure
Rospital; Marshall Everett in Harper Hospital; Mrs. Rhea Bishop,
Bill Smith, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Adams and Xesenth Knorp, at
home; A. H. McAlister at Leslie's
dad's home.

Our sympathy to the family of
Wilbur Byrnes on the death of husMrs. Anna Adams of Paris, band and father on August 23, afTenn., spent the week end here ter being bed-ridden for over
and in Fulton.
twenty years.
David Long is spending several
days at home before the fall term
Mrs. E. J. Andre wili be going
starts at MEW
home to El Paso, Texas, this week,
John King visited Mr. and Mrs. after a long visit with her five dauMandl Roach Sunday afternoon.
ghters and all grandchildren.

"...what doth the Lord thy God require
of thee, but to fear the Lord thy
God, to walk in all His ways,and
to love Him, and to serve
the Lord thy God with all
thy heart and with
all thy soul." ATTEND
CHURCH REGULARLY

If you are on the highway Labor
Day week-end, take your time. We
AROUND THE OFFICE
want to see you in church the folThe junior executive had been lowing Smithy, not in the cemecomplaining of aches and pains to tery.
his wife. Neither could account for
We will be in Mt. Zion Church on
his trouble. Arriving home from Sunday, Sept. 19, and would like to
work one night-be informed her: I see you and yours at services. I
finally discovered why I've been may even sing a solo, if asked to.
feeling so miserable. We got some
ultra-modern office furniture two
Call me at 293-6161. You are not
weeks ago and I just learned today ceiling much news to me and, if
that I've been sitting in the waste- you don't, I may have nothing to
basket.
write.

Enjoy a carefree vacation!
l
a t
o

Happy Birthday

cr:g
LOUISVILLE INN

the newest, most exciting place in Louisville
WEEKEND SPECIAL!
Friday A.M. thru Sunday P.M.
Spacious room FOR TWO PERSONS . . . 3 days and 2 nights
PLUS $24 in delicious meals for
only $39 per couple, including
tax. Children under 12 FREE in
parents' room. Come as you are
. . . you're always welcome at
Stouffer's!

•re

The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of if.
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so door w bsevitably perish linnfork reps from
a Wish pint of view, ono shish,sloped es thorch
for tho mho of the welfare of himself and his family.
loyomi 1W,however, every porno Amid uphold
IodpulthoOurch beam*It tolls Oho Moth
about mon's life, death and destiny; the Irv* which
aloes will sot him free to Ilse as a child of God.

THIS SERIES OP CHURCH ADS IS BEING PUBLISHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OF THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
ASSOCIATION AND 15 SPONSORED BY TIM UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shill Products
Fulton

Hidqtan Fulton Co's. R.E.C.C.
-"Live Boller Elochically"

Phone 479-211112

Hickman, Ky.

Airlene Gas Co. of Fulton, Inc.

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Fulton, KY.

Butane and Propane gas dealer

Phone 472-1353

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,Inc
Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

231 Main St.

Phone 024341

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 471.1471

SYL&LLMAN SFIEET METAL

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
so. us for all your Insurance needs

STOUFFER'S LOUISVILLE INN 120 West Broadway

We bey and sell dilly
Morris St; S. Fulton

Phone 472-3931

Your Prescription Drug Store

THE FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS
COLORFUL, UNIQUE DINING
Enjoy famous Stouffer food and
300 handsomely appointed
cocktails served in an old New
rooms and suites feature every
luxurious convenience including
Orleans atmosphere in three
bedside TV controls! Free parkbeautiful street level dining
ing, swimming pool, underwater
rooms . . . or try the inviting
music and free Sauna Baths.
"CUP AND STIRRUP," our roofMassage parlor.., barber shop
top restaurant and cocktail
... Grand ballroom. . meeting
lounge featuring late dining and
rooms . .. complete hospitality
a dramatic view of the city for
to make your visit memorable.
miles around! Live music nightly.
Completely air-conditioned
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW: 582-2241

William Ward, Livestock

Lennox gas furnaces, air condittoneres

Travelers Inn Restaurant

all-electric heat pump; electric Mumma

Featuring Hems-Mad, Plea

PURE MILK COMPANY

Special Sunday Dinner

Shop by Phone

At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky,

SEARS
Phone 470441111

South Fulton, Tenn.

Phone 472-3311

JET LANES
E. W.lames & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky.

Union City, Teem.

Special rates to °torch snaps
Ill Fourth St.

Phone 412-14111

South Platen, Tenn.

THE CIT12/21S BANK
Make our hank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 236-2651

Billy and Ann's Flowerland
210 Commercial

Phone 4/2-1141

Quality Service

Mary L St•irs1 Company, Inc.
Felton and Sera Fulton

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West Stahl Line

Fulton, Ky.

Billy

To0
?age 8
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Circuit Clerk
Names Jurors
For Session
On Monday, September 13, at 9
\. M. the three weeks September
arm of the Fulton Circuit Court
• open at the court house in
lickman.
The Fulton courtroom will hold
'le second week of the court term.
'he third week of the term will
gain be held in the HisitiItan
ourtroom.
Mrs. Ruth Johnson, Circuit Court
'
lerk, has announced the jurors for
ie September term.
Jurors who are to report on Mon'ay, September 13 are:
Harvey Pewitt, Mrs. Mildred D.
rarrison, Mrs. Ella Bell Gwynn,
'aymond Adams, James C. BarnA, Mrs. Marie Burnette, Mrs. Oma
".oper, Mrs. George Helm, Mrs.
'mold Shaw, Mrs. Bessie Clifton,
'. J. Chaney, Mrs. J. J. Hollis,
larence Moline, James Browder,
:ohn W. Roberson, Barney Yates,
onnie Harrison, E. J. Whitlock,
'aul Nanney, Lee Roper, J. R.
...'Obbins, B. Bailey, Wilson Fowler,
"ordon Baird, Mrs. Dorothy Her's, James A. Emory, Mrs. Roy
acey, J. H. Madduk, J. C. Olive,
Irs. L. L. Bratuiford.
Jurors who are to report on Tues'ay, September 14 include:
Mrs. J. G. Varden, Mrs. Doris
'oily, Mrs. Nell Graham, Gene
"oward, Mrs. Elva Fall, Mrs. Arell Fields, Charles W. Binford,
Irs. Lily Pruiett, John Campbell,
. Simpson, Mrs. Charles E.
dams, J. H. Lawrence, Mrs.
'harles D. King, Mrs. Clifton EverFred Brady, Georgia Dirrwidie, Mrs. Olney Johnson, Thelma
ester, Mrs. Laverne Fleming,
'Irby Lee Jones, Louise Killebrew,
".rs. Lonnie Roper, Martha Mahan,
hristine Grissom, J. B. Kearby,
In. Frances Jones, G. H. Duley,
Irs. R. L. Williams, Mrs. Mayme
'ree7nan, Mrs. Glenn Dillon.

PROGRAM TO BE DISCUSSED
County Superintendent C. D.
'arr has called a meeting of all
iterested school patrons for Mousy, September 20, at 7:30 p. m. in
le South Fulton school to discuss
ie federal education program. A
rge attendance is urged.

DEATHS

RIGHT
QUALITY

John C.Elan
Funeral services for John Cyrus
Eaam, 83, were held Tuesday afternoon in Whitnel Funeral chapel,
with Rev. Keith Smith and Rev.
Danny Underwood officiating. Interment was in Walnut Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Elam, a retired farmer of
Route 5, Fulton, died at 6:45 Sunday evening in Hillview Hospital.
He was a member of Walnut Grove
Methodist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Mattie J. Elam; three daughters, Mrs.
Mary Irvin and Mrs. Mettle Sue
White of Fukon and Mrs. Joyce
Fry of Belleville, Minces; two sons,
Fred Elam of Marietta, Ga., and
J. C. - Elam, Jr., of Bellflower,
Calif.; one sister, Mrs. Mary
Clyde Walters of Dyersburg; one
brother, Talmadge Elam of Jackson, Tenn., nine grandchildren and
several nieces and nephews.

S. D. Cates
S. D. Cates, 81, of Russellville,
Ky., died Sunday morning, following a lengthy illness. Funeral services were held in Russellville
Tuesday morning.
Mr. Cates was a brother of Rev.
Paul E. Cates and an uncle of Mrs.
Curtis McAlieter, both of Fulton.
Also surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Nell Cates, three brothers, four
sisters, several nephews and other
nieces.

Wilburn Byrn
Wilburn Byrn, a former resident
of Wingo, died August 23 at his
home in Detroit, after an illness
of several months.
Funeral services were held in
Detroit last Thursday.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Hickerson Byrn and a daughter,
Mrs. Robert Summers, of Detroit;
a son, Joe Byrn of Oakland City,
Ind.; a sister, Mrs. Lester Britt,
a brother Ralph Byrn, of Detroit, and a brother, Norman Byrn,
of Wingo.

Hrs. Bertha Brown
Mrs. Bertha Board Brown died
early Thursday morning at her
borne on West Street, following a
long illness.
Mrs. Brown, wife of M. B. Brown,
was 84. She was one of the oldest
members of the Palestine Methodist Church and was a member of
the Women's Society of Christian
Service.
Funeral services weer held last
Friday in Whitnel Funeral Chapel,
with Rev. W. T. Barnes, minister
of the First Methodist Church, officiating, assisted by Rev. Paul
McAdoo. Burial was in Palestine
Cemetery.
Surviving are two sous, Raymond Brown and James Brown of
Fulton; three grandehilthren, Tommy Brown of St. Louis, Mrs. Howard Armbruster and Charles Ray
Brown of Memphis; two great
grandchildren, two nieces and a
nephew.

City Coal Co.
—Phone 472-1150

'Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
'Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
•Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
*Picture frames
'Permanent flower arrangements
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
'Corsages and pillow
corsages
'Wedding flowers a spec-

alty
'Artistic funeral arrangements

Scoff's Floral Shoppe
Carr at Commercial

Phone 472-1577

Mrs. Otis J. Brown, wife of a
former Fultonian, died Sunday in
Detroit. Funeral services and burial were in Detroit, in charge of the
Verbeydeo Funeral Home.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown had lived
in Detroit since 1929 and had just
recently celebrated their 52nd wedding anniversary. Mr. Brown is a
brother of Lester F. Brown of Fulton.

Mrs.0. D. Cook
Funeral services were held yesterday at Mt. Zion Cumberland
Presbyterian Church for Mrs. O.
D. Cook. Rev. George Krieg officiated at the service, assisted by
Rev. Frank Blain, pastor of the
church. Inetrment was in Mt. Zion
Cemetery by Whitnel Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Cook, 74, of Water Valley,
died Tuesday in Jones Hospital,
following a lengthy illness.
She was born in Hickman County, the daughter of the late William
and Annie Hicks. She was a member of the Mt. Zion Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Surviving are her husband; her
stepmother, Mrs. Lula Hicks; a
daughter, Mrs. Mildred Sellars of
Fulton; three sons, Joseph Allen
Cook of Mayfield, 0. D. Coot, Jr.,
of Finley Park, Ill., and Harold
Wayne Cook of Bridgeview, tillnoie; a sister, Mrs. Dewey Johnson of Fulton, 15 grandchildren and
12 great grandchildren.

SMOKED

SEMI-BONELESS

FULLY COOKED-WHOLE OR HALF
Open Thursday 'Until 8:00 p.
Open Friday Until 6:00 p.m.
Open Saturday Until 8:00 p.

NO
CENTER
SLICES
REMOVED

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY I
SEPT. 6TH—LABOR DAY
SUPER RIGHT FRESH

Ground Beef

Lb.

WHOLE
OR

12 TO
16 1,11.

p

b.5

No Center
Slices Removed

,3
2109

wieners I".
SUPER RIGHT SKINLESS

3 Lb. PI.A
Or More
Lesser
L
.t
Quantities

PKG.

Pk g•

HAMBURGER BUNS OR FRANKFURTER ROLLS (Sus 6) Pkg. Of 12

JANE PARKER

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

COUNTRY

294

H&G

FRYERS
WHITING
HAMS
*TURKEYS
2

3

WHOLE

Lb.

Split
Quartered
UP
Cut
°
oft.B 33

ALP FROZEN ,FLORIDA

2 heads 29c WATERMELONS
Red Ripe
Sweet Calikania
so Lb.Bag 73c NECTARINES
California 198 Sim
Read 29c ORANGES

In Ctn.

Cheese Spread
American Or Pimento

1 -41. 2up..Loaflog694
Ari

YUKON CLUB

MARVEL VANILLA

Beverages

Eight O'Clock
COFFEE
L70778554 Gd.99
Bag
Lb.
3
0.44.1.
Potato Salad ift05. Av $189
2 594
24
Ice Cream

$1.69

KINGSFORD BRIQUETS

Charcoal
Mervel
Lighter

46-

0..

Qt*
Vel

1C2-0z.
ons

Case Of 21

ALP CREAM OR MUs-4.....mo

10c

6 434

All Flavors

Comet Cups

SAVE

EA. Sic
Lb. 19c
DOZ. 49c

CHED-O-BIT

CPPItg,aki

CONCENTRATE
6-0z.
12 Oz. Can
Con

29 0

M4OLE OR HALF

Give Your Budget a COFFEE Bleak!

Orange Juice

-BLb
Box
(Lb. 17)

Lb. 790

Grade A-6 To 20_

LETTUCE
Crisp Xciburg
poTAToEsU.S.Na. 1 White Sim A
CAULIFLOWER
Snow White

790

FROZEN OCEAN FISH

VIRGINIA FARM BRAND

b.

If

294

20

Circus Drinks...
Miracle Whip
Sugar Wafers
Vienna Sausage
Our Own Tea Bags

with a new dictionary
designed specifically
for young PeoP.ie
in grade school

Lb• 984
Bog
-Q,
114

All Flavors

Help your child
in school

Mrs. Otis Brown

•Expertly Prepared•Washed
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Free Burning • Easy to Fire
• Perfectly sized for furnace,
stove,stoker.

Fire
ntrw tuns
g
nt uck5
sical

SUi

Cans

Salad Dressing

(
iltor 524

Dutch Treat

1-Lb.
Pkg. 294
10z
Can 194

ki.)""s

Mt Golden Book!Load DICIIONAri
Complete your set 6 short weeks
in

Et_s

THE SOLSIN BOOR ILLS/PLOP DICTION- city
rsisit
ARY is Melped le b/w;Is sassunstse

IMP

ad Is small S Isis ef Isandess...
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JANE PARKER FRESH BAKED GOODS

17227
Dinner Rolls is°"" 2;
320.0,.$100
17.)
vinFxhcr(S.,.
Cookies
33
Spanish Bar

JANE PARKER

SANDWICH
BREAD
Thin

Pkg.

ila

BUY A BOOK A WEEK

894

Ea.

(S."6*)

9

Sliced

(Say. 4)

Coition

1%-Lb. 1
Loaf L I
-Lb.
C
1 1118.194

4
25, Nutley Margarine Qww•rs
S
Mrs. Filbert's trriA1 'at's' 494 A8tP Peache
$ 03
(DOMINO
6,;7•049, Sugar
Biscuits
$100
Folger's Coffee atm 1•t71114. Strawberry
Anchor Hocking Bake Ware E..
Dole Pineapple sii"d 3Pkgs.39,
98
Ferns
Kleenex
vii)Super Markets
3
CHORE GIRL POT CLEANER
CHORE REDDY CLEANERS

043

Pkii;
3 For

244

1-Lb.
13 Oz.
Cons

Yellow Cling
Sliced Or Halves

10-Lb. Bag 1.09)

Bollards Or Pillsbury

Colonial
Pure Cane

Ann Par Pure

12-0z.
Jars

PRESERVES

1-Lb.
4)4 Ox.
Con

10-Lb.
Bap

(All Wes Except I)4 0,. Cosurele)

PRICES IN THIS AO EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., SEPT. 4TH

CHURCH OF GOD HAS
NEW PASTOR
M. G. Gardner, of Huntingdon,
Tenn., is the new pastor of the
Church of God of Prophecy on
Forrestdale Street in South Fulton.
He and his family are residing at
431 Bait State Line.

Of 12

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY INC.

Facial Tissue Junior J Box
(31 Off)
Pkg.

Kleenex

Facial
Tissue

Pkgs
Of
600
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Billy Ocl Wheeler's
To Open Today in
• "Fire on the _Mountain." o

witn resentbarce to persons
tliitv musical. a Kentucky play- living or deadignirely inteptinnAlright, (Bitty Edd Wheeler) a al. Of his musical Billy Edd
Kentucky theme and the first says, "The musicians are the
wind, invisible, yet seen and
musical comedy to be presented at Pioneer Playhouse, State
heard. They are the horns of
Theatre of Kentucky in DanBeetles, doves and bees. the
ville, will be premiered Aug.
cooings of morning for dusk,
26-31.
evenings for dawn. They are
Wheeler is the son of Mr.
' the rythms of life itself, the
and Mrs. Arthur Stewart or
thunder of sun on mountains
Central City.
or the gossamer feet of moonThe musical features a
beams."
Bible teacher
Presbyterian
The play is Billy Edd Wheel(Roberta Rhyburn) who upsets
er's original book, music and
customs on isolated Cooper's
lyrics.
Mountain and almost causes a
Wheeler. an accomplished
young couple (Lir.da Woodall
actor, singer, playwright and
Carey and Frank Slater) to fail
poet, is best known as a song
out of love. The plot thickens
writer and KAPP recording
when the visiting teacher talks
artist. His recent "Ode to the
;Vim Id* a manta* badsLittle Brown Shack Out Back"
teltirle) who betel
has been a smash hit, as well
*omen missions r I e s, and
as a number of hit records for
Spends his time down by the
other recording artists, such
liver or at his private moonas "Reverend Mr. Black" and
shine still with Clyrue and
"Desert Pete." made famous
Zeke (Michael Calitri and Noel
by the Kingston Trio.
Young).
Wheeler synthesized and
With the arrival of the vil- adapted the program for the
lage gossip (Irene Wicker, ra- Finn New York Folk Festival
dio's famous "Singing Lady"), In theatre-concert held at Carthe preacher from the Settle- negie Hall in June of this year.
ment (Lionel Galant) and ma- One of the highlights of the
ma's sudden case 'of 'aiarkin
program was Wheeler's prespring fever" (Regina Redmier of Carl Sandburg's "Amdick), a hilarious romantic tri- erican Scmgbag."
angle develops — with song,
Wheeler writes often about
dance. moonshine, love and
the Applachian hill country he
laughs by the barrel.
knows best, but one leaves a
The play is set somewhere
Billy Edd performance with a
in the mountainusef Appala- sense of having been thorchia in the isolated' -hamlet of oughly entertained, but at the
Cooger's Mountain—the time, same time. pleasingly edified.
a few years ago, not so far Billy Edd has • way of being
back as prohibition (which of humorous and serious at the
course didn't affect their way same time, and this talent
life), or so recent as the shows through in "Fire on the
war on poverty.
Mountain." Most of Billy Edd's
Wheeler has set his musical creations carry a real, albeit
comedy in the isolated hamlet down - to- earth message.
of Cooger's Mountain and feaBilly Edd is a graduate of
tures 3 Presbyterian Bible Warren Wilson and Berea Col14001 teacher who upsets lege. He also studied in the
*atoms and almost causes a drama department of Yale
*pang couple to fall out of University. In recent years he
e. The plot thickens when has lived in Brooklyn, but
visiting teacher talks owns property near Warren
serious with a mountain bach- Wilson where he is currently
elor who hates women mis- building a recording studio of
sionaries and spends his time his own. His wife, Mary, is a
down by the river or at his daughter of Warren Wilson's
private moonshine still with President and Mrs. Arthur
•
Bannerman. The cut'will star
&Flyrue and Zeke.
With the arrival of the 1111-* touts Oalterto es the femalei loge gossip. the preacher from hating bachelor, Irene Wicker,
the settlement and -mama's the famous "Singing Lady,"
sudden case of "sparking Frank Slater as the young boy,
spring fever," a hilarious ro- Lexingtonian Linda Woodall
mantic triangte develops — Carey as the young girl. Robwith song, dance, moonshine, erta Rhyburn as the Presbyteacher,
love and laughs by the barrel. gerian Bible School
the moThe characters are direct and Regina Reddick as
as the
ther,
Lionel
Galant
Imitations of cruel nature —
- ; preacher.
Performances of "Fire on
the Mountain" will run nightly
except Wednesday at Pioneer
Playhouse, Danville, Ky., Aug.
26-31, °waft time 8:30 p. m.
Dinner * Served on the Chuck
Wagon Patio from 7 p. m. until curtain time.
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Those who homesteaded on
the *ins in the 1870's found
vege Sew trees there and so
mad the good sod and
harm madenthsiktinsis similar
to this am Sometimes they
built up apiest a bank as that
required has sod and work.
It took Ate and one half
acres of sod to build this sodhare at the Pioneer Village,
located 12 miles south of I 00
at the Minden, Nebreska exit

Fine
Fancies
For
Fair
Ladies
faaey 1601 Sea air
his frills! Our vanity
dresser sets for girls at
all ages. Bedeck and
bridal her with excitant
a.eatesine Jewelry,.. We
ar styles for be fair
lt
!raga* or the *MY
timed loving types. We
have heralds sparklers,
head crafted import, sad
demure
old fishtailed
treasures.
You'll me little gems of jewelry boase,eledpudgda .
embloes
in a profusion at. styles and colftro Dees the mud Pits
for her Horn.? We're with yes there, too +011411k haellemne
handmade furniture, sparldlig glassware, Mime pit:tures
and a plazy of superb creations is wow tram or wood.
For herself or her home, oasts shop at the...
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State Librarian Does
FRANKFORT
TATE LIBRARIAN Margaret Willis is
in somewhat the same boat as the thirsty
sailor in the middle of the ocean.
She's surrounded by books . . thousands
of them coming in and going out each week
to libraries around the state. As director
of the State Department of Libraries, she
supervises a program that has put 730,715
books into Kentucky regional libraries and
Bookmobiles in the past 10 years.
And Miss Willis devotes her days and
many of her nights to the dream of making
good books through good libraries available
to every Kentuckian.
All of which makes it devilishly hard for
her to find time to read.
In earlier years, Miss Willis says, "I read
my head off . . and I miss this pleasure
so very much.." These days her reading is
mostly of the "pick-up" variety, books
that she can pick up and read during a few
moments and pursue just before bed. just now it's a collection of
.
William Faulkner short stories.
"I believe that libraries are something
to revel in, and I look forward to the
day when I can aging do plenty of reveling."

it's not . . for what we have to do," Miss
Willis said.
A native of St. Louis, Miss Willis is quick to
add that she is descended from Kentuckians...
And when she retires, she intends to start looking around for her Wallace, Willis, Prewitt
and Cook relatives in the state.
As a girl in St. Louis Miss Willis spent,
many hours in the public library in her
elementary school, and it was the librarian
there who interested her in library work.
While attending _Washington University,
from which she,received a bachelor's degree,
Miss Willis worked summers in the St. Louis
Public Library for $40 a month. After her
graduate in library science in the late '20's
from the St Louis Public Library School, she
worked at the St. Limb- library fulltime for
$90 a month.
"Ten years later I was making $95."

S

Returned To St. Louis
She then went to Chisago as a reviewer for
the American Library Association, and during World War II she returned to St. Louis
to set up and run the hospital library at
Jefferson Barracks.
In 1943 Miss Willis decided that she wanted
to get back into public library work, and she
came to Louisville as head of the circulation
department of the Louisville Free Public
Library.
She renegined in Louisville until the inened
the State ln 1054.
In Frackfort Mai Willie lives with her
mother, Mrs. Elva Moss Willis, and is a mew
ber of the First Methodist Church.
Libraries, she believes, can learn a lesson
from the churches.
t
;
"People are afraid to go into libraVisti
brary workers should) go out and get
and bring them into libraries, like the
churches do."
r=
s
Boa
At first, Miss Willis said, the gre
tonfers of the libraries and the
(which were started in 1954) were cabinet.
But now their parents and grandparents are
using the facilities in incressing numbers.
The State now has 13 library regions. iiiiith
include 09 counties, developed with state -and
federal funds. In a demonstratiou project
launched recently in Murray for Calloway
County, the library circulated 643 books on
the first day open and now averages SOD books
a day. A similar demonstration project will
begin July 1 in Somerset for Pulaski County.

Zee

Climate

Chimiring

But right now, Margaret Willisis a women
is a burry. She behoves that "Kentucky is
waking up" to the importance of libraries,
and that the State library piagrean is now
"Perhaps at the crossroads, who. we could
perhaps fell apart or REALLY go for"The climate in the counting is changing
so fast, we can hardly keep' up with it.
Eight years 14o we had to beg people to get
interested in libraries. Now they are
begging or demanding help from us in more
areas than we can serve."
Noting that she is six years from the retirement age of 06, Mies Willie has a lot of
"weir SW like precedence over her desire
forehelem to reed.
She Mate the.President, the Congress, the
$ties elliksisis and every Kentuckian in every
eounty is be "sold" on libraries and to
support the recruiting and tribune of librarians throughout the gate.

Heaps Praise
Miss Willis underlines every mention of the
library program's steps forward with praise
for the local workers in the counties.
"Innovation and reeourcefulnesi art encouraged in today's new federal projects at
all kinds, but both have been used over and
over again by this small department and bycitissna oat in Ms counties
the hard war

Hopes Tax Program Is Sold

She waste the citizens of every Kentucky
munty to be sold that a local tax for library
service is a good investment (Mace 1900, From 6,000itto),000 books go out each week to libraries around the state
le counties have voted a library tax and
from the Kentuaty Department of Libraries at Frankfort, headed by Miss
Ma the past year 9 counties have petitioned
waots
Abe
and
tax),
a
such
ter
Margaret Wylie. Last month she was honored by Catherine Spalrii.-; College.
euecsastuRy.
Kaluski_m. to vote "Yes" for the State
wits bra
for
bead Jaw Set would pawl&
1
==
posited, pleaded, 114.141011
received the first Sister Mary Canisius Award when the division was given departmental!thin
county library building'.
"serifies
Miss Willis is a determined, nerealennan from Catherine Spalding College.
status by the General Assembly.
And she adds eedwaalsaY
.
11411.111
0
for the library program. She
____,bend,__,any On the state level, Miss Willis began coo- The State's recognition of its responsibilities they win win out
ng
'Li-aries
ear shout the joys of
to young Kensales
tributing when she joined the old State Li- to libraries is apparent, Miss Willis says, in
a•wm,
adcb as rewarding eareer. .
brary Extension Division as division coordi- the fact that 10 years ago the division's budget tucSkia
he nasii:eeking
ft_outucky c"inues___,unl_froul_
ator in 1934. The late Miss Frances Jane was $180,000. In the fiscal year beginning ../f you want to awe deageceeety. excitingly
July 1 the state will provide $880,000 to the and also usefully, wine join us and help
900a
ILUU
' Law "nu
‘
MIAMI
. 61"" Porter then was director.
still need doing.
.and the federal government will bring— a world of wonders to eve/7 child. Yon*
"For outstanding contributions in the field Miss Willis was named director of the add $923,000.
adult and senior citizen in Kontnek7fof library service," Miss Willis last month division in 1957 and State Librarian in 1962 . "It sounds like an awful lot ot money. hutNMI
Pen"'
win never regret it."

alum

Job is Replacing Long Pants as Today's
Symbol of Youth's Acceptance byAdult
"Today, a job, rather than
the nret pair of km pante. Le
the symbol of aca1zito
the world of adults," says Education ILS-A-, a weekly report
on educational affairs pubtithed for the National Mum
tion Aasociation.
"But jobs for young people,
it SOMA are harder to earn
and there are more than a
million youth between the
ages of 16 and 24 in, symbolically, short pants."
Reasons for the high unempioyment rate among youth
are traced to a combination of
the post-war baby boom grown
into the current "teen-ager
population explosion," and
technological advances that
have wiped out many entry
jobs formerly available to
young people.
Employer Nomads
Another fact not cited in the
report Is the increasing demend from roah7 employers
that applicants tor almost any
job must be able to offer a high
school education at least, as
one of their qualifications.
The situation has led to

Resourceful high school
lads in some areas are going
a slip farther — creating
their own consumer service
badinage&
stepping up activity in the
area of occupational educetion in high schools, to greater concentration on ennuision of vocspional training to
bettor tit the young to fill
places for which there Is a
shortage of trained People.
Establishment of the first
center for vocational educetion research and development
of leaders in this field was anflounced recently by the Depertinent of Health, Educetion and Welfare.
The center is to be located
at Ohio State University and
will be supported by a Federal
grant of $610,130, provided under the Vocational Act of 1963.
Secretary Anthony J. Celebreeze hopes that the center
will provide a major breakthrough for upgrading vacstional education.
Meanwhile in many parts of

the nation, resourceful teenagers are creating their own
"job opportunities"from which
they are realising earnings
TEN PERIOD DAY
Some high schools in Cleveland are now operating on a
10 period day to alleviate
crowding. Schedules of botli
teachers and students are adjusted.
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Featured Entertainers
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at yore faVrit store!
Bottled under the ontionly of The Tip Cap. of America
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B'Tw ee n So

T"E

Between the little girl and the teenager is a charming "B'Tween" person. We have specially designed
clothes for this exciting age.
Pandora has skirts and sweaters to match
in the most beautiful plaid and heathertones for girls! Sweaters for boys too!
See our selection of pre-teen cotton dresses 'specially for back-to-school.
For comfort and style on the fellows,
there is nothing like Donmoor shirts, stapress pants or Billy-The-Kid jeans.

and weskittY
were studied by the 21 teacliers from Obion, Lake,
`1111r
Biology, chemist , ant. space science
Consultants for this divisons.
Sessi
ng
traini
vice
inser
ce
scien
l
schoo
Unicounties who attended the high
&ate Department, and Henry C. Allison of the
ion were Mrs. Wild in Biology, Joe Minor of the
versity of Tennessee Martin in space science.
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Big Color Pariety — "Mom Savers" — "Children Pleasers.
USAOUR LAY-A-WAY.
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Traffic Safety for School Youth Now
Involves New Dimensions in Motoring
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Trade
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BIG 13 Cu-Ft. REFRIGERATOR •

en
• A clean,squat* look .-.. complements any kitch for41
trey
• Full-width freezer compartment plus meat
-•
storing frozen foods
an
* Roomy crisper can hold over 3-4 bushel of fruit

I Ai-

vegetables

the driver's reactions to a sudden hazard?
Brakes, engine, tires, lights
for visibility after dark, windshield wipers for bad weather
driving, should be checked
and serviced now, in preparation for the back to school and
college season.
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• Winter-summer cold control lets you adjus
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flow for seasonal changes
• In Beautiful Champagne pink!
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g afMONKEY-SITTER Cheryl Miller puts in • hilarious evening ieekin
's
Monkey
"The
y,
comed
ter a chimpanzee in Walt Disney's Technicolor
RobAmes.
Leon
and
Uncle." Also starring are Annette, Tommy Kkit
Startert Stevenson directed and Ron Miller co-produced. 7-114 Days
ONES
ing Thereday At The FULTON THEATRE, (Where The 11-1-0
Play.)
Stings Cause Deaths
New York—The stings of the
bee, wasp, hornet, yellow
jacket aid ant muse as many
deetkA annually as snakes and
all other venomous creatures.

Dog Dies At 26(1.15)
New York — The oldrA
known dog died recently at
age 26. This coric:-polol. to
145 human )earb, dug researchers py.

9 x 12
and

$5.95* $3.81

64 GALAXIE MO Sedan, V-8,
64 FAIRLANE SIN Sedan, V-8:
dark blue
43 GALAXIE NO Sedan, V-8.
black
63 GALAXIL
and air; II* blue

power

62 GALAXIE SOB 4-doer sedan,
V-8; beige

built with Court
Service.

30-Inch Deluxe Gas Range

IT'S
BRAND
NEW!

63 CHEVROLET Impala HardN.: V-8 pewerglide; black

..........
...........
been
'A business that has
esy and

9•
5

With
Trade.

32 GALAXIE SN Convertible;
big V-8; stick; white
60 THUNDERBIRD convertible; full power; turquoise

Cabinet-mate design —
has recessed cook-top;
rang* fits flush wills•
:net top
•
tite-heat
surfac•n.
n; no
aUft.
ignitio
hhas
s—eac
•
matches needed
• Easy-to-clean ceektop—
grates, porcelain acretier pans and burners IP
remove for easy cleaning
at the sink.

61 (3) FORDS

60 (2) CHEVROLET
sedans

▪ ;;

impala

40 (2) FALCONS
60 (2) FORD GALAXIE

•
•

Reg. $179.95

61 STUDEBAKER Hawk; V-8;
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Tire Repairs
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LINOLEUM RUES
64 XL 3111, 4-speed, red
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S.

Road Service
Lubrication
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Washing

Puckett Service Station
S
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OPEN 24
HOURS A DAY

STANDARD
Oil
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3-CYCLE WASHER
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•
•
Phone 472-1012
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Teaching Becoming Nation's Biggest Job Opportunity

Litts41 Cop4i,
"I tll averc prier for an
a. re of land used for housing
was milli last year, in(Iiisirial economists ,re port.
repre%ented an increase
3/1 per rent in the last

Field Wide Open for Those Seeking
Challenging Career of Service
BS BEATRICE K. GUDRIDGE
National Educatiee Associatiou
Almost every American home including the one at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue In Washington, D.C., has somebody goof every
ing back to school this fall. Roughly one American
s
youngster
million
—53
class
of
kind
some
for
two will head
to elementary and high school, five million
to collage; and satire than 28 million to adult

.t t * *11, *
TWiNearly Million Now
Tens of Thousapds More Needed

At the present time, there
are nearly 2 million men and
women teachers. But, 1100,000
more teachers will neod to be
prepared by 1970. In the elementary teaching field where

the

current shorter
47/.eintsai 4seseatt fee

lege teachers is currently acute
at least until 1970 at a rate of
30,000 to 35,000 new positions
per year.
Another promising field Is
adult education. It used to be

that many educators wafted
In this field on a partbasis. But now with the sowing realization that all of as
may need re-education perhaps three times in a lifetime
to keep in competitive positions for jobs, there will be

Isonlisrs is expected
Mint
high school level, the
te MOWN shortages of
It educe and Mathwill become more
acute, and the demand will great demand for fulltime
Increase for teachers in fields •adult education teachers.
such as Inglish, foreign lanSo jobs are opening up all
guages, home economics, and
around for those who would
girls' physical education,
The need for qualified col- prepare to teach.

S

Average Age of Teachers Dropping,
More Men are Entering the Field
In the short puled of little elor's degree.
The preparation of the high
more than a decade,the teachers of the United States have school teacher is now reaching

towards the master's degree.
And the giant gap that existed
a decade ago between the
preparation levels of elementary and secondary school
teachers has almost been
closed.
The average age of teachand some 20 percent have
preparation beyond the bac.h- ers is dropping and the pro-

drastically stepped up their
preparation for the }ob.
Just about a decade ago,
fully 35 percent of our total
teachbog staff were without
college dmpuum.Today the percentage is about 10 percent;

FRIDAY
IIIGHT

FISH
FRY!

Fresh Caught Fish
Husk Puppies, Slow,
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

Cam
•

CARNELL WILSON ANNOUNCES
The Opening Of The

ANY
WILSON MOTOR COMP
Fulton
South
Broadway Street,
l Company)
Chemica
(Next to Melrose

education soninea
Nducation has become the nation's big-

gest bodiless-4.nd is recognized by everybody from President Johnson down as the
backbone of the "Great Society."
In terms of people involved — students,
teachers,other employees and employees In
industries serving school needs — education
Is bigger than the Army, the Navy, and the
Air Force combined.
- And it's getting bigger.
' Public school enrollments will increase
about one million each year for the rest of this decade College
enrollments will double, reaching a total of 9 million by 1975.
And there is no end in sight for _the mushrooming field of
adult education.
Then there are the new imperatives in education — the
need to dip down and get the culturally different child into
school as early as age 3 or 4. . and at the other end, the need
to stop the tragic Qiste of talents of one million school dropouts per year.
The President, whii demonstrated in the recent session of
Congress his determinalien to make education the number
one legislative priorgy,itatannifinaled: "I would not be proud
to be President of.)0 world's richest nation where millions
of children cannot ;read and write."
It all adds up ,to the fact that teaching will become the
biggest "job openhir ever offered America's young men and
women. The field Is wide open and the skrathe limit for those
challenge,lignificance, and service.
who seek a career

The world's
largest collection
of antique farm
tr•ctorz and
trucks in running order is located in this little south central Nebraska town of Minden,
at the Harold Warp Pioneer
Village.

All kends of shop.and eerie, work en autos and trucks. Wrecker
• Fres Estimates
• Skilled eneckiMcs
Service.
Your patreesupe appreciated

— TELEPHONE 479-2381 —
— FOR USED AUTO PARTS CALL

teachers.
ALERT, INTERESTED, ATTRACTIVE GROUP above. quite representative of tedisy's
Valley School District Facuhy
was caught by the comer, as staff seenehers assembled for a Fountain
meeting in Orange Couloir, Cal. — Photo front Welknasek.
'Teaching is becoming a profession ef prestige," say. WsBessriee K. Gedridge of the National Esiseation Association.
who wrote the asemuipmeging article specially for this section.
were shooflies of only as twittering
wIrlse time when
or absessi-esiaded professors is lens gene.
today are • new breed, broadly educated, with
a sew sense of esempetenee and a new feeling of confideece."
portion of men is increasing. are men. Most of them are
In fact, a recent Crossley Poll teaching in high schools where
revealed that teaching has ex- they outnumber women; but
men. more and more, men are entensive appeal to
of tering the elementary teachOne fourth of a
ing field. In 1963, more than
all male college students
12 percent of the 800,000 elein 12$ colleges and tint
mentary school teachers were
bed
cunt*
throughout the
decided to go into tenching men.

after graduation. This was
twice the number of men preparing to enter law and three
thus the number heading for
the medical profession.
Ourrent/y about 30 percent
of teachers in public schools
*

The young person considering teaching as a career will
also want to consider financial
returns and other rewards.
Teaching salaries are going
up.

*

*

Teachers' Salaries are Going Up;
Improve by 65% in Past Decade
During the last decade the
national average :usual salary of all public school instructional staff Increased by
more than 110 percent.
While the salaries paid in
teaching are still lower than
average salaries in other professions, the picture is getting
brighter every day, with experienced teachers In some
conilnunities earning $10,300
or more and college instructional staff members in some
places making $15,000 or more

people thesnaelves, teachers
welcome the opportunities
teaching gives them to be lifelong students

WILSON'S USED AUTO PARTS
Phone 4724362
US 45-bypass at overhead bridge

Attention To
Vocational
Needs Grows

Fulton. Ky.

College Prep Efforts
Send Record Crop
To Campuses
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There are,two sides to the
high school picture that stand
out in high relief as the new

term approaches this year,
challenging the educational
system to provide a wider diversity of instruction and
guidance for the sharply increasing mambo at students.
On the one hand is the
=Until pressure on preparation
teen agers for admission to collage which is
sending approxhnately one
haltilf this year's high school

Het
In I

won,

U.111,111al

gredlgates to campuses this
fall.
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The term "spot" cotton was
first applied to cotton actually on the spot at any
market.

a year.
Another satisfaction teachers find in their jobs is mobility. They are able to move
to locations any place in the

•

FAMED "CAMPUS"IRA

country—or the world—which
offer poster incentives or
have greater personal appeal.
MIS after they reach retirement age, many teachers find
ways to be of service to their
schools and communities.
Many a teacher will tell yea
he stays in the field because

39c Rayon Panties

he likes working with young
people. . . and being healthy,

curious, intbliectually-mindsd

New “slimline"
design .. . easier
to use, easier to
store. At this low
price for 3 days
only!

Schools Also
NeedBack-Up
Specialists
Sven for
plan to spend

Wassea's
S-M-L-XL
• Elastic or band-lag acid&
sevel
• Whit*, pestek

0
C

who do not

m
ar
:
actual
variety of
field offers a
inistrative
"back-up" or
posts.
There are opportunities at
all levels for counselors, librarians, psychologists, social
workers, dietitians,speech and

Mufti

Jacquard BEDSPREADS

far

Values to 5.91I in fine cottons, blends . ..
Full or Twin sixes

2

Listen to what a teacher said
when her son decided to go
Into teaching: "I am glad my
son wants to become a teacher

He is going into the most wonderful profession In the world
It will not make him rich
"But I feel sure he will be
happy, and It is possible that
he will drink of the fountain
of youth.
"For when you grow old
sharing the thoughts and
dreams of young people, you
assume some of their optimism,their charity,their won-

MEN'S 10-13

PAIR ..

BOYS' 7-10

FOR

ROOM SIZE RUGS
100% VISCOSE!
Regular
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Coini

2 x 11 1/2 Ft.
/
Approx. 81
Thick viscose pile with built.
in foam rubber pad. Decorator colors in smart tweedeffect. Save $5.

Ask /
Reg. 19.88 Set
Penrose, Orem
earl Train Coss

Vinyl Covered.

der at the unseen treasures
always waiting to be found."
When you clean out your
closets for spring, put a
small cotton scatter rug on
the floor of each closet. It
will be easier to shake dirt
and lint from the rug than
to clean the floor. The rug
can be machine-washed
when necessary.

-
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language laboratories and
other new teaching media.
s the big field of ad jon
:
s
ar
for those who
aspire to become principal,
dean, department head, curriculum director, research or
personnel chief, superintendent Of schools.

=

Reg. 39c

White, Colors

sight therapleistn the Schools.
apan juin,
prognoum
There are netting
for specialists In
learning, educational television (there are now more than
100 crv stations on the air),

Teadhing — and its offshoot
— has become the nanumber one job. And
judelsoi from the testimony of
those in teaching today, it is
a wonderful one.

CREW Striped Top SOCKS
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Can Everyone Be Wrong And Kentucky Be Right?
Living in a horse and buggy age. We can not expect cies.
our children and youth to attend school in such an "Only 3% of syetellas surveyed NO they had no
1' ft 41 fellatio, is the oomptste *eat
currieulandletialeeolee oramtrimedellal seeds which
elle•
of the 'push Ilauriee Dement, easoutiSe
With our body of knowledge growing so fmt, it EducaUonal Television could meet.
direetor of ItSIA, delivered durieg sit.
La ininoesible to put a specialist in all subNIts in
FEDERAL EDUCA710t4 ACT
Fires Distriet t r Y Advisory Committee
every classroom. Is it any wonder then that EdUnder Title I of the new Federel Elementarymeeting held at Murray d te t• Celts/ye
ucational Television has grown so fast in these lam' Secondary Education Acid 1166, the following are
ten years?
some possible programs which may be permitted
la fact, liducatibnal Television is the fastest to serve the educational needs of disadvantaged chil
Orally realise hats
local board of educatioa Me
growing medium of education in all history. Faster
to leek at the price tag of equiproset, cm say servile
than the printed word through books, faster than
*In-service Training for Teachers
pregame, or on any item before Molding to mike fUms, slides, etc,; faster than the lecture; eves •••Programs to train aides
tits purehaes.
faster tha placing a teacher in the classroom. The ***Special audiovisuals for disadvantaged children
But the school board also bea to look beyood the
fastest growing medium of education. Can everyone
***Ecptip elementary classrooms for television and
primal SI 419termins whet the laillmdltere will do else be wrong and we be right?
radio instruction
for the Nyefail gltle. For the maim haelles of the
Several Males are now operalitate Eduee0on- "Purchase of musical recordinp of classical ma Local board olfeilleellia boot aseif Ileseekeeping.
al TelevUdoa Networks. Eight of ihme are 401016Bre
ture, and recordings of poems and addresses
not one of providing brink and aseMer, not of ap- states. Southern states have to watch sxpendlares
You might be able to make use of one or all of
proving bills - it II eat of meet,that appropriate
and they have to get value remised from every dolthese services, with Federal support, through ededucational **reload,
lar - We have no surplus funds and we have no menpetefseiest ars Provided
ucational television - especially if we had the state
the oliOdren and youth 61 the illetelst. This is what • to waste. Perhaps Me to limited funds for ednetwork in operation.
redlyDouala - even though theloutIdeping chores
ucation, many of our southern states have moved
ETV QUOTE
arir necessary.
'
to State Educational Television Networks.
As Governor Fra.nk Clement of Tennessee has
The school board and ths superiamdita must
10 MILLION!
said:
act or serve as a balaeongform la ohs ocelty.
By 11164, In-school instruction by television was
"U one gifted teacher can multiply horse!!a thou Otherwise, you "meld have soled Ulm weeld want
reaching some 10 million school children. Int in saadfold by the miracle of video tape and television
you*teach all Math. Or all Znelbsia,or all ask.
Kentucky, outside the Jefferson County area, our projectors;
Or pleoe all mephitis*/ as Ilivelsablaseatise - se
schools have Ind to pick up programs on more or
U ten thousand young pairs of eye* can, without
perhaps osaidense. TheIisol1tL1L meml leas of a patch work basis from stations oat",our
standing in line for a hurried glimpse, look through
look at the total pregram. It mann mecenied
state - from Nashville and Knoxville, Tens.; from the leas of a five-thousand dollar microscope atthe
with every phase se the ethantien pregreea.
Eveasville, lad.; from Cincinnati, Ohio; tyd from
none time, in comfort, and attheir WIconvenience,
Schicatioaal Teleikalea Las Niallively mew proHuntingtoa. W. Vs.
And, if all this can be dons at the primary school,
gram with which the local board mist be willing to
Can all of the states surrounding Kentucky be
the secondary school, the college and the adult level;
faos end moulder.
wrong and Kentucky be right in this approach to our
And can be done at minimum expense and can be
WHAT HAS HAPPENED,
educational problems?
done now its& 11 years ago, there weedily me Education1962 SURVEY
al Television statics Is this country. By the and ot
In a 1962 survey made by the National AssociaUSE YOUR IMAGINATION
thisseasol'earthen will be 120 Matisse operating tion of Edocational Broadcasters, these facts were
Since Educational Television is a relatively new
La Ule U.S. Casqyerybody be waling bat us?
found:
educational medium, it invited imagination. It has
tabb lfttO to 11•0 our volume'Woody of know***96% of all school districts surveyed either used unlimited possibilities. We believe public school
ledgAdeidged. It Is predicted thefilds volume of
Educational Television, planned to use it, or could education leaders, school boards, oollege personkaowteaps will double agala by 11167. We are not profitably use it to correct instructional defieien- nel, and the professional leaderetdp

Time Figures
In Teaching
Pre-Schooler
Time figures two ways in the
growing trend to bring the
very young among the small
fry into organised classrooms
for pre-school training.
Having established the capacity of five and even four
and three-year-olds to become
Interested in and to absorb
learning, this is the time to
offer as many as possible the
stimulus of a new learning environment, many educators
hold.
Public school kindergartens
— pre-school classes — are
considered especially important where home background
does not afford the youngsters an opportunity to start
stretching their mental muscles, or to learn how to associate with other children.
In these classes, one of the
things that they begin to
teach the youngsters Is an
awareness of time and also
how to tell time. This and
other "game-like" instruction
they receive can serve as preparation for math.
For example, one phase of

4.11••

y)
1. Wrecker
'titivates

ARTS
Ky.

Hearty, Well Rounded Meals Play Part
JA Feeding ofMinds at Naval Academy
Rion on a typical day at the
Academy, Annapofildryland;
,The doore cd the world's
isitest mess hail burst open.
Staithed platoons of young
Midshipmen dash in and stand
at #.8mtion.,batind assigned
tkpb position&
Tiers is a skigle, ear-splitting chorus of "Anchors AWeigh." They stand at prayer
for a moment. Then the order
"seats!" is given, and 4,000
chairs scrape as one against
the floor.
The "Middies" are ready to
eat.
Serving carts are rolled in
and trays of meat and vase-

FALL
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00
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IH-141-S. P. Cheap 91195.00
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J. D.55B - & P. $1150.00
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$450.00 up_
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Complete Parts
Ask Your Neighbor About
Our Service and Parts

REELFOOT
Equipment Co.
Team
On Reelfoot Lake
Phone 2534988
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•

T'HERE'S GILPIVENCRIS ATTENTION to the woad of the "Inner
nem"at the U.S. Naval Academy where tempting, nourishing meek
are served le help develop both body and mind for best performance. ARAI, as this typical scene at the academy indicates, the midAirman enjoy their meals.
tables are distributed to table
heads.
In 2$ minutes, the Midshipmen's Brigade stows away
2,100 pounds of roast beef, a
ton and a half of vegetables,
and 4,800 quarts of milk.
Alassephere of Tradition
First-year men,"plebes," sit
stifily on the forward three
Inches of their chairs and eat
"by the numbers." This is part
of their indoctrination into
Academy life.
Front their first year until
graduation, Midshipmen are
schooled, drilled, and fed in
an atmosphere of tradition,
and strict discipline. Each is
required to panioiemi,v In one
•

athletic event, varsity or intramural, during each sports
season. Classwork schedules
are tough and uncompromising.
The body and the mind are
developed simultaneously and
the best performance is demanded.
Hearty, well-rounded meals
are necessary in maintaining
this ragged schedule. Educators, nutritionists, and U.S.
Department of Agriculture
specialists know that good
nutrition is essential W good
learning.
In today's America, with a
greater - than -ever peed for
educated citisens . Alnd Na-

MAURICE D. BEMENT

\

z

REPRINTS
of any photos
'by
eiNumritte In this issue ere
avalleishe at the NEWS ofHoe. Yew sissy strew by phone
(47)4401) or cease 5. 1St Commercial Avenue,

and
CLEANEST

FURNITURE

USED

buy it at
bn

1XCHANGE
Furniture Company
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EXTERIOR

“If you had a million dollars to spend for your school
system, what would you spend
It for?"
This was the question put
to a cross section of school
teachers easing a Trendex
shay Imatie earlier this year
for thetfiCratie Teacher" magazine.;1
The response was analyzed
as follows
62.30 percent gave priority
to acqiiisition of teaching
equipment each as books and
audio-tisual aids.
44.7 stressed the need for
better school buildings.
Only 22.3 percent mentioned increased salaries for
themselves, and most of those
who did, reports "Education
U.S.A." put this at the end
of their lists.
"Grade Teacher" summarised the result by declaring
that concern for student welfare was the dominant note.

SELF = CLEANING
HOUSE PAINT

Reg.$7.50 Gal.
NOW
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Running out of aprons?
Sew yourself a colorful
patchwork apron. Use remnants from piecegoods counters or old sewing projects.
Cut blocks of fabric in assorted cotton print& each
about ten Inches- aquant, and
imam together for an apron
skirt.

High quality finned oil paint,
igsicially formulated to give a
sparkling finish that Lists for
years and years. Available in
many beautiful body and trim
cokes that hold their fresh now
look Use on exterior wood and
primed metalsurfaces.One coat
Min moilleviougy *aux"
UM&

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY
112 Commercial

Dial 472-3201
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val officers ... a new emphasis
has been placed on the relationship between nutrition
and education.
A Precisiest Business
Feeding the mind and body
Is a precision business at the
Academy Efficient methods
have been developed to cope
with the situation. Meals are
prepared as close to serving
time as possible.
It takes 12 minutes to properly prepare a steak in the
infra-red, conveyor-belted
broiler In the Midshipman's
galley. Steaks roll through the
broiler in a constant stream,
and in 45 minutes 4,000 servings are ready for the hungry
Middles.
A meat serving averages a
pound per man. Over a ton of
vegetables is stowed away at
one meal.
And Midshipmen swear by
the ice cream there. It's specially made by the USNA dairy,
which also manages to keep
up with the the Midshipmen's
milk thirst — two or three
glasses a man at each sitting.

the instruction, which also
teaches them how to care for
their own wearing apparel,
points out that such things as
shoes and gloves come in twos
— and twos make pairs.
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6 BIG DAYS TO GET LOW PRICES...PLUS QUALITY STAMPS.
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PURE CANE

W. Will Be Open All Day Monday
September 6th.
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SIRLOIN STEAK

that counts! And at E.
It's what you take home in quality foods — and quantity SAVINGS
W. JAMES & SON you'll always roil out with the finest foods and SAVINGS "a la cart." Ws
because our STOREWIDE LOW PRICES and budget-boosting BARGAINS are EVERYWHERE —
up and down every aisle, wall to wall! It's a fact — the TOTAL COST PRIVES IT — your
TAKE-HOME SAVINGS are BIGGER 'n BETTER at E. W. JAMES & SON.
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No Seconds Mixed In
(PLUS QUALITY STAMPS)
TRY OUR OWN FRESH FROZEN DELICIOUS TASTING
8 PATTIES PER POUND
Phone 479-1383

Place Your Order For Home Baked Cakes

FROM OUR KITCHEN

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

45* POTATO SALAD n 59*
2 For 39t
SALAD Egg a °II"45* PIE SHELLS
ALAD h °" 49t Dressing & Gravy 16 01. 49t
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Tut...Fish
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MORTON FROZEN CREAM

FRENCH FRIES
gN I I% 29' OrAiiiiENJIJOIti 3 ow 89'
PUPPIES
V/4 tit 29'
3
CUT OKRA
69' IMICE303P8INASN 5
PakIllgr. BUTTER
25" $1.69
49' FLOUR
MeNtlitApE
69' iiiiiirCsoECTTAIL 4.$1.00 BREADED
COFFEE
WD(TER GARDEN FROZEN

Bags
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STAMPS With The Purchase, 5 Os. Can
100 FREE QUALITY
AID SPRAY.
Oevarlliag„,
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Ty_ jrno
50 FREE Qir
Cis:li..MOcid 9W
'
V litotjir,‘
STAMPS' IFiti The Purchase, 12 Pkgs. pt Asp
100 FREE QUALITY
FROZEN VEGETABLES.
100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS With The Purchase, 101/2 Bottle,JERGENS L071014.
STAMPS With The Purchase, 2-Giant Tubes LISTER=
50 FREE QUALITY
TOOTHPASTE.
STAMPS With The Purchase, U Or.. Bottle Lustre Cris&
100 FREE QUALITY
HAIR RINSE.

filitgiNSANSING 39
'
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•st 29STO'
LUCKY PIES 3 'Boxes $1.00 APPLE SAUCE
77` TOMATO JUICE 3= $1.00 SWEET PICKLES ow 39'

SHRIMP
Sgmtlitalkig rtumilmlfra
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SHORTENING
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Pi POTATO CHIPS
s
1:BAG
89(
1
WONDER
TWIN PACK
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STICK
VEGETABLE
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AND
ALL OTHER MIXED DRINKS

CASE aF 24
$5.0
3 Purchase'
With An Additional
Products.
Tobacco & Milk
EXcluding

3 '134;,. 39(

With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products.
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$10.00 Purchase Required Tig Get Both Purchases
Listed In Ad.
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GRAPES
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3 25c FRESH BEETS
RADISHES
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10 CELERY
FRESH PARSLEY
PARSNIPS
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CELLO BAG
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(PLUS QUALITY
STAMPS)

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY:
8 A. M. TO 8 P. M.

QUICK & EASY
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which will be done
before sales open
this fall. After each
unit has be en inspected and passed.
a sticker noting that

Offer Checks
To Determine
When to Skip

is placed on the
Along with the
sca 1 e inspections,
inspectors make regular checks during
sales to see that
proper basket weight
and height are being
The regulation was
maintained, and that
recommended to the
selling procedures
Board by the Burley
are being observed.
* * * *
Auction Warehouse
Association. InResponse to the
spectors for the
Department's attempt
Division of Weights
to compile a master
and Measures will
list of agricultural
e n force compliance
meetings, or those of
with th e regulation. interest to farm and
* * * *
agribusiness people,
In relation to the
has been good. The
above regulation, September iasue
warehouses will also
of the "Kentucky
be required to post a
Agricultural Bulletin"
listing of these fees, will carry a listing
commissions, a n d
of the meetings
deductions outside scheduled for the
the scale houses and next three months.
Inside the office
This calendar of
waiting rooms. They events will list statemust be displayed so- wide meetings or
that they are plainly regional meetings
visible to all patrons. that might draw
This, too, will be people from throughsupervised bythe out the State. Many
Division of Weights
times agricultural
and Measures. This
meetings, or those of
also
Division is
a
related nature, will
responsible for inattendance
expect
specting all tobacco
same group
from
the
warehouse scales,
of people. Thus,
it can become a
problem for representatives of some
groups to attend all
meetings they would
like to because two
or more programs
may be scheduled on
the same date.

by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
The State Board of
Agriculture has
adopted a new regulation concerning the
posting of tobacco
warehousing fees and
commissions. Under
this new regulation,
which will go into
effect this fall, all
warehouses must
print on weigh bills
and pay sheets a
listing of all commissions, fees,
discounts, a n d deductions charged or
handled by the
warehouse.
Some houses have
been doing this in
the past. However,
starting this fall, all
will be required to
list the se charges.
Thus, a farmer will
have a record on his
weigh bill and pay
sheet of just what the
various fees and
commissions were
on his tobacco.

By knowing in advance what is meeting
where and when,
many conflicts c a n
be avoided.

Five Sound

hundred aid

seven

copies of the FULTON NEWS SHOPPER are
being read in 5,867 homesin Fulton,South Fulton and throughout the Twin-Cities'trade area
this morning (Thursday). Approximately
23,460 people will be motivated to come to the
Twin Cities to do their buying this weekend
because the pages of the Fulton NEWS-SHOPPER are filled with all kinds of attractivelypriced merdiandise, be it groceries,furniture,
drugs,shoes, ready-to-wear, appliances,lawn
mowers or realistate.
The FULTON NEWS-SHOPPER has been
established to help twin cities' merchants
widen their tilde area.It goes into over three
thousand homes each week that do not subscribe to a Fulton paper.If you have something
to advertise,let the Fulton NEWS-SHOPPER

GOVERNOR EDWARD T. BREATHITT looks over the "dummy" for a traffic
safety newspaper supplement which will be available to all Kentucky papers for
use the week of October 17. The Governor announced that the cost of publishing the supplement will be covered by the National Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Seated with Breathitt is Emerson Westwick (left), traffic consultant for the Institute. Others standing are from left, Robert Doll, manager of
radio station WFKY, Frankfort; Vic Portman, executive secretary of the Kentucky Press Association; and Charles Jones, State safety coordinator. The
Institute is also financing the production of radio and television spot announcements on traffic safety.

Riceville Methodist
Schedules Meetings
FULTON, Ky., Aug. 28—Revival services will begin Sunday
night, at Ricevilie Methodist
Church and will continue through
Friday.
The Rev. Paul McAdoo, pastor of the Water Valley-Palestine circuit, will be the guest
speaker. Services will be held
each night at 7:30.

Enrollment Rises
At Two Schools
FULTON, Ky.. Aug. 28—Supt.
W. L Rolland of the Fulton
City Schools reports an increase
in enrollment at both Carr Elementary and Terry-Norman.
Of the three elementary
schools, only Milton school
showed no increase.
Stadents*rolled in the first
six grades Thursday morning.

FURNACE SERVICE, REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Fr** setioneto on cost of installing • new Lennox Gee
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heet-Pump-Elitctrio
furnaces.

"Acceleration" of studenls
In gift schools, whisk. maally mews aliwging then NO
skip a grade, clibaki be 0111•
trial basis only lift gesvfaggs
for return to the normal dam
without "lass of face."
Thia is the recommendatios
of Daniel Daly, elernadItIg
school Principal, and 81111014
Winters,school psychologist in
Ridgewood, New Jersey, authors of a 10 point plan "to
take the guesswork out of accelerating a student."
The plan lisa been tested
over a period of three years.
Standards for permitting
students to skip a grade are
set forth as follow*: asadeskt.
physical, and einstIonal
turity, chronological age
avoidance of the "too young,"
teacher placement, parental
attitude, effect on other Oathen in the family and mhos,
attendance record.
Gingham gets its name frees
Ging Gong, a cloth woven
by natives in Malaya and
Java.
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